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Judge/Executive Race
Williams, Ball seek office
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Voters will have a choice in
the Nov. 2 general election for
Calloway County Judge/
Executive even though only one
candidate is on the ballot.
J.D. Williams, who is the current sheriff, won the right to be
placed on the ballot in the May
primary when he got 3,737 of
8,543 votes. He carried 19 of 26
voting precincts.
Ron Ball, owner of Copy Plus/
Computer Graphics, Inc. in Murray, is seeking the office as a
write-in candidate.
Although Williams represents
the Democratic party and Ball the
Republican party, Ball said this is
not a party issue.
"It is all about Calloway County," he said. "If we could get that
across and the fact that party
politics has no place in county
government, we would be better
off."

One of the important issues for
Williams is finding a solution for
the jail.
"Everyone knows the jail is the
number one thing," Williams
said. "We've got to have the
jail."
Williams said he gave his reasons for seeking office back in
May and declined to make further
comments.
Williams, a native of Calloway
County, has spent 11 years in the
sheriff's office — three as a
deputy and eight as sheriff.
A native of Marshall County,
Ball has worked in the Houston
Police Department, provided dignitary protection for the U.S.
Secret Service and been active in
the Army National Guard. He
holds the commission of captain
in the Army Reserves, as well as
being a rated helicopter pilot.
"I have children and am very
concerned with the direction the
county is taking," Ball said. "I

feel the judge's office needs to
have an active, energetic person
who is willing,to go out, see what
other counties are doing and
bring the ideas back."
In order for a write-in candidate to win an election, Ball must
become visible so voters can
write his name on the ballot.
"We've organized a phone
bank to call voters and I am getting out in the community in an
effort for people to get to know
me," Ball said.
Ball's slogan for the election is
"The Qualified Choice."
"That is not to say that J.D.
isn't qualified, because he is,"
Ball said. "We're trying to say
we need someone who will
actively work inside and outside
the county.
"What we want to bring to the
office is innovation, implementation of youth training programs
and an active relationship
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Jail group wants consultant
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
While the fate of Calloway
County's jail rests in the hands of
state officials, a local committee
has already begun plans for the
future.
Ray Coursey, a member of the
recently-appointed jail committee, said the process of determining whether to build a jail or
transport prisoners is long and
complicated.
Coursey said the six-person
committee, which met Oct. 22,
will recommend to the fiscal
court that the county hire a
consultant.
"The feasibility study is very
complicated and contains mountains of data," he said.
A consultant will be able to

Coursey said.
process the data and tell the fiscal
County Attorney David Harcourt which direction the county
rington is researching whether or
should go — transporting or
not the jail's insurance is valid
building, Coursey said.
since it is operating in nonIf the county chooses to build a
jail, the consultant would suggest compliance.
Liability has been a big conwhere to build the facility, how
big it should be and what type of cern for some county officials.
equipment will be needed.
Coursey said several court
The consultant would make cases have shown that not only is
recommendations to the commit- the county liable, but officials
tee which would in turn report to have been held personally liable.
the fiscal court.
In a 1984 case, contempt of
Coursey said he does not know court fines totalling $2 million
how much it would cost the were issued against county comcounty to hire a consultant. He missions in Mobile County, Ala.
said the committee will ask the who failed to comply with an
court for the authority to begin order to reduce inmate
interviewing.
population.
Most jail consultants arc
Lack of money to implement
architects who have previous
experience in designing jails, • See Page 2A

Revised package for
small businesses released

Clinton introduces
revamped health plan
choose who treats us and how we
get our health care," Clinton said
in a letter to Americans that
accompanies the bill. "But today
our health care is badly broken."
On the eve of the plan's debut,
Mrs. Clinton confidently predicted that Americans would be
reassured by what they see.
"The more they know about
the plan and the way it's constructed and all of the details, the
beuer they're going to like it,"
she said.
Clinton hopes to use the launch
of his revised plan to regain some
of the momentum he lost amid a
flurry of criticism and foreignpolicy distractions over the past
month.
The latest version contains
concessions designed to win over
disaffected legislators, wary
Americans and critical special
interest groups put off by what he
unveiled in September.
Instead of having all states join
the new system by the start of
1997, that date now has been
pushed back a year. The new plan
also includes expanded dental
coverage, more subsidies for
small businesses, broadened

By NANCY BENAC
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Five
weeks after he first pledged
health security for all, President
Clinton is releasing a retooled
version of his plan that puts off
his goal of universal coverage by
one year and offers significant
concessions to his Critics.
Bowing to the political reality
of the long debate ahead, Clinton
now hopes to ensure every
American is guaranteed a standard set of benefits by the start of
1998.
And trying to balance competing demands for more generous
health coverage against calls for
tighter cost controls, Clinton is
proposing to expand benefits in
some areas while slowing the
phase-in of others. He also has
agreed to cap subsidies for small
businesses and low-income
workers.
The president and his wife and
adviser, Hillary Rodham Clinton,
were delivering their 1,300-page
Health Security Plan to Capitol
Hill today and traveling to Baltimore on Thursday to promote it
at Johns Hopkins University.
"We cherish — and we will
never surrender — our right to • See Page 2A

STACEY CROOK/Ledger I Timos photo

Three-year-old Worth Shomwell pitches In with a little fall yard work Tuesday afternoon. H will have
plenty of leaves to pick up before clty workers begin leaf collection Nov. 8. Bagged leaves are now being
accepted at the drop-ott area on Chestnut Street.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's revised health-care
plan would set Iowa limits on the maximum amount that small
businesses would have to pay toward their workers' health insurance premiums.
Under the latest version of Clinton's plan, released today, small
business liabilities would be capped at certain percentages of payroll for companies at various average wage levels.
In the table, the first column is average wages: the second column percentage of payroll.
FIRMS WITH UP TO 25 EMPLOYEES
Percentage
3.5
4.4
5.3
6.2
7.1
7.9

Ave wages in dollars
Under 12,000
12,000-15,000
15,000-18,000
18,000-21,000
21,000-24,000
Above 24,000
FIRMS WITH 25.50 EMPLOYEES

4.4
5.3
6.2
7.1
7.9
7.9

Under 12,000
12,000-15,000
15,000-18,000
18,000-21,000
21,000-24,000
Above 24,000
FIRMS WITH 50-75 EMPLOYEES

5.3
6.2
7.1
7.9
7.9
7.9

Under 12,000
12,000-15,000
15,000-18,003
18,000-21,000
21,000-24,000
Above 24,000

Haitian lawmakers
fail to make key vote
By DAVID BEARD
Associated Press Writer
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(AP) -- Parliament failed again
to bring Haiti closer to the return
of its elected leader, but a top
U.S. official said today it was
more important to ensure peace
than worry about a deadline.
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher said the Clinton
administration did not expect
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
to be back in Haiti on Saturday as
envisioned by a U.N. plan for
restoring democracy.
Speaking to reporters during a
visit to Latvia, Christopher said
Washington accepted the idea
that some of Aristidc's political
opponents could serve in a new
government, if they were acceptable to democracy supperts.
He ruled out participation by
army and police leaders, who
ousted Haiti's first freely elected
president in a bloody coup in
September 1991.
"It's important to assure the
return of President Aristide will
achieve harmony and tranquility," Christopher said, adding that
might mean "broadening the
base" of an Aristide government.
Achieving that goal is more
important "than to be fixed on a
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TV love keeled over after a huge asterold pounded the earth. They may have
simply run out of oxygen Wren atmospheric conditions changed.

II Murray City Council Will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the council
chambers at city hall.

In Tennessee State was piaked to repeat
as OVC basketball champions, Wats the
Murray State Racers were picked second al the OVC Media Day in Nashville.
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The plan, to which both Aristide and Cedras agreed, also stipulated that Parliament should
pass a law separating the army
from its police division.
But many legislators arc in
hiding at home or abroad, afraid
they will be killed if they appear
in public. A State Department
spokesman said eight lawmakers
are in the United States.
"We were ready to work
today," Antoine Joseph, president of Haiti's lower house, said
Tuesday after waiting five hours
to gather a quorum. Forty deputies of the 83-member Chamber
of Deputies showed up. But only
10 of the 27 members of Aristide's political coalition were
there.
U.N. envoy Dante Caputo has
asked international statesmen to
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date" for Aristidc's return, he
said.
Under the plan brokered by the
United Nations in July, Lt. Gen.
Raoul Ccdras, the army commander, was to have resigned before
the return of Aristide. But he is
refusing to step down until Parliament passes an amnesty for soldiers who have ruled since Aristide's ouster.
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Jury hears tape of FBI-LeMaster interview as case ends
The testimony of Peyton and
Meeks fit the defense's image of
LeMaster — an avid gambler
who would gladly place a bet at
the track for a buddy.
That is what LeMaster claims
he was doing for Jay Spurrier, a
racing lobbyist who was his frequent companion.
But Spurrier said he was paying bribes, and he secretly
recorded his meetings with
LeMaster for the FBI.
LeMaster, D-Paintsville, is
charged with extortion, lying to
the FBI and interstate travel in
aid of racketeering.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Witnesses in his corruption trial
say state Sen. David LeMaster
lived up to his reputation as a big
gambler.
"David's been a pretty heavy
bettor," Hubert Peyton, a state
employee and LeMaster's frequent race track companion, testified today in U.S. District Court_
"I've seen him make up to
$3,000 bets," Peyton said.
On Tuesday, legislative aide
Michael Meeks said he once
watched LeMaster bet — and
lose — $1,000 on a single horse
at Ellis Park in Henderson.

money problems: trash collection,
jail, 29 deficient bridges in the
county and the landfill, which has
been named an uncontrolled
hazardous waste site," Ball said.
Ball said the county judge
should not be a dictator.
"What the judge needs to do is
lead the community and get away
from thinking that he can do it
all," he said. "Let's find out
who's out there to help. These
issues are going to dog the county until they're gone."
*To devise a plan for Calloway
County that will set goals for
future growth in the next 10 to 20
years.

FROM PAGE 1
between the county and the
university."
Ball's top priorities if elected
as county judge/executive are:
•To bring innovation to the
office.
"We need a computer system
in the judge's office that is capable of tracking what the county
has and needs. This would bring
Calloway County on-line with
other county governments," Ball
said.
*To become a dues-paying
member of the Association of
Tennessee Valley Authority.
"We are one of the only county
governments associated with
TVA that is not a member," he
said. "We would benefit from the
on-going dialogue between the
lake authority and county
government."
'To set up and organize a committee to see what the university
has to offer and how the county
can best be served by utilizing
the university's resources.
'To create a coalition of citizens and businesses to look at
issues facing the county and
determine the best way to deal
with them.
"We have four troubling

"I think right now we're not
heading off the problems before
they arise," Ball said. "I want the
state to look at us because of the
examples we set, not because it
has to tell us what to do.
"This whole election is about
our children," he said. "You can
only tax employees so long
before they give up. If we don't
do something now, our children
will be paying for our mistakes."
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mandates has been disproven as a
defense.
A 1978 U.S. Supreme Court
ruling held that a county's claim
of inadequate funds to build a jail
does not hold up to constitutional
tests.
In 1971 the court ruled, "If the
state cannot obtain the resources
to detain a person awaiting trial
in accordance with minimum
constitutional standards, then the
state will simply not be permitted
to detain such persons."
Coursey said Tuesday that Harrington was researching the liablitiy issue. Harrington could not
be reached for comment Wednesday morning.
Department of Corrections jail
inspector Ron Hanley said the
county's.
ultimate decision
He said he will assist Calloway
with any technical information,
but he will not make a
suggestion.
"I'm going to work with Calloway County in every capacity I
can," he said.
Coursey said state corrections
officials have been helpful in
providing figures and information
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taking cash from Spurrier. A
versations Spurrier secretly
recording of the session was the
recorded as part of a plea agreement in his own extortion case.
last piece of evidence introduced
by prosecutors before they ended
Spurrier said he paid LeMaster
their case Tuesday.
Before the defense case began, to ensure that no legislation was
passed to forbid harness tracks to
Judge Joseph Hood denied
LeMaster's request for directed conduct wagering on televised
verdicts of acquittal on the three thoroughbred races.
charges.
'The defense claims there was
LeMaster was one of several
legislators the FBI questioned at never an attempt to enact a
the Capitol on March 31, 1992, "breed - to-breed" restriction —
when a corruption investigation that the alleged threat actually
was a fraud by Spurrier to wring
that had been under cover for 18
payoff money from the harness
months became public.
FBI evidence included the con- tracks he represented.

about building versus
transporting.
"They have been forthcoming
with anything we've asked for,"
he said.
Hanley said he will explain
what the state mandates mean.
For instance, there are core
requirements that a facility must
meet in order to operate.
There are other additions to a
facility that go above and beyond
the basics, he said.
"I'll provide as much information as I can to help," he said.
Coursey said the bulk of information being compiled and suggestions from professionals will
be submitted at a later date.
"This is not just a matter of
building a building," he said.
The committee's agenda is
open at this point. Members are
not advocating either solution
right now, Coursey said.
"We've just been looking at
where to start," he said.
"Forming a jail committee is a

step," Hanley said.
The Calloway County Jail was
first cited for violations of state
regulations in September 1991
and ordered to scale back to a
96-hour holdover. Since then, the
jail has had deficiency ratings on
repeat inspections,
When the jail received orders
to shut down to a 12-hour holdover in September 1992, it did
not.
Finally, the Department of
Corrections filed an order to have
Calloway County's jail closed.
The county has appealed each
order. An administrative hearing
was held Oct. 7 in Frankfort on
the last order. A decision has not
been issued.
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Calloway's 32-bed facility still
housed 48 prisoners, according to
Coursey.
"Even if we close down, we
still have to have a jail service,"
Coursey said.
If the county chooses to transport, personnel would still have
to be retained to drive vehicles,
keep records, answer the telephone and process prisoners.
Since the office of jailer is a
constitutional requirement, the
county will pay for a jailer with
or without a jail.

Once the Attorney General's
office, which heard the appeal,
renders its opinion, the outcome
can be appealed by either side to
Franklin County Circuit Court.
Meanwhile, the jail continues
to operate as a full-time facility.
Coursey said an average of 32

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

But a host of rival proposals
have sprung up on Capitol Hill,
and special interest groups have
bought TV time to castigate or
acclaim the president's plan.

more.

"No. Absolutely not," he said.
The broad outlines of Clinton's
health-care proposal have not
changed: It guarantees a standard
set of health benefits to every
American, with employers
required to pay at least 80 percent of the average premiums of
their workers. Small businesses
and low-wage workers would get

Rep. Jim Cooper, D-Tenn.,
continues to push a competing
plan that avoids a requirement
that employers insure their workers, saying his proposal offers
"much less bureaucracy, much
less cost, much less regulation."
Sen. John Chafee, R-R.1.,
pushing another plan, predicted
"mainstreamers" would come
his way once they examine the
details and potential costs of the
Clinton plan.

•Haitian...
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4ederal subsidies to help pay their
share of the premiums.

Other new money would come
from saving $189 billion in
Medicaid and Medicare spending,
down from the $234 billion originally anticipated.
While the plan is sure to
undergo additional modifications
in Congress, the president
bristled Tuesday at a suggestion
that his proposal was too ambitious and should be scaled back

FROM PAGE 1
coverage for women, more choice
in health plans and a slower
phase-in of long-term care
benefits.
And in response to worries
about higher costs to both individuals and the nation, it contains a
new guarantee that families
would have to pay no more than
3.9 percent of earnings for health
premiums. The plan also caps
federal subsidies at $161 billion
over five years unless Congress
approves more spending.
The major tax hikes in the plan
are a 75-cent increase in the federal cigarette tax, worth $65 billion, and a 1 percent levy on
large corporations that set up
their own health plans, worth $24
billion.
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prisoners are lodged in the
facility.
However, after last week's
"Fall Harvest," in which state
police made a drug sweep across
the state, the jail was
overflowing.
After the arrests, 58 people
were processed through the jail.
Ten were transported to other
facilities in Trigg, Marshall and
McCracken counties.
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Peyton, a budget officer for the
state Department of Military
Affairs, said it was "common
practice" for someone to place
bets at a track for another.
LeMaster offered to do that for
him several times during their
12-year friendship.

But under cross-examination
by assistant U.S. Attorney Steve
Pence, Peyton said he would
assuredly tell LeMaster what
horse to bet on. And he would
expect LeMaster to let him know
the outcome of his bet, Peyton
said.
The questions underscored a
peculiarity of the taped conversations in which LeMaster and
Spurrier talked about bets: no
specific horse, jockey or race is
ever mentioned.
The charge of lying to the FBI
was based on an interview with
agents in which LeMaster denied

•Jail...

•Ball...

For

He allegedly took $6,000 from
Spurrier during the 1992 General
Assembly. Spurrier represented
harness tracks, and LeMaster was
chairman of the Business Organizations and Professions Committee, which handled racing
legislation.

.

FROM PAGE 1
fly here to help protect lawmakers. The army, in a statement
Tuesday, said it was "astonished" at the proposal and
accused Caputo of bias against it.
A U.S. Coast Guard cutter,
meanwhile, began returning Haitian boat people today to a country reeling from shortages caused
by a U.N. oil embargo and from
heightened tensions over Aristide's scheduled return.
The 15 Haitians were intercepted on a 20-foot sailboat off
northwest Haiti, the first to be
picked up since the United
Nations imposed an oil and weapons embargo Oct. 18.

November 6, 1993
8:45 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Barkley Room

Thousands sailed for the
United States after Aristide was
overthrown. A decision to immediately return them led to charges
that the United States was shunning refugees fleeing political
oppression.
The United Nations imposed
the embargo after Cakes showed
unwillingness to step down and
military-backed workers turned
back an American ship carrying
U.N. advisers who were to help
implement the agreement.
A draft resolution to expand
the sanctions into a full trade
embargo was circulated Tuesday
at the United Nations, sources
said.
The resolution would ban all
trade with Haiti except for humanitarian goods, including food,
said the sources, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
Few people believe Aristide
can return on schedule without
foreign military intervention to
push aside the Haitian army.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

U.S., North Korea close
to diplomatic relations

secretly
ta agreeon case.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The United States and North Korea
could be close to establishing diplomatic relations and agreeing on
a peace treaty to put a formal end to the Korean War, a newspaper
:tweed today.
South Korea has speed to the settlement between the two countries, clearing the way for enactment, the Los Angeles Times
reported, quoting an unidentified U.S. official involved in the
negotiations.
The agreement calls for North Korea to abandon its nuclear program and allow international inspection of its nuclear facilities. in
return, the U.S. would drop economic sanctions against the Communist country and restore diplomatic relations.
The U.S. might also cancel joint military exercises with South
Korea scheduled for next spring.
The official said South Korea agreed to the deal because its leaden hope for reunification with North Korea.
"They realize that reunification is likely to be less chaotic if
they try to reduce North Korea's isolation," the official said.
"That will improve the standard of living in North Korea."
A White House spokesman contacted Tuesday said only that the
United States was "in consultation with the South Koreans."
South Korean Ambassador Han Seung Soo said his country has
taken no formal position. Asked about an informal position, he dismissed the question as hypothetical.
North Korea was founded in 1948 in the region occupied by
Soviet troops after World War 11.
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New Theory:
Lack of oxygen, not asteroid, killed dinosaurs
BOSTON (AP) — Dinosaurs
"The dinosaurs did not keel
weren't done in by a giant asterover with their feet up in the air,
oid, as one theory holds, but by a
but they found it increasingly difchange in the atmosphere that
ficult to compete in their
meant there wasn't enough oxyenvironment."
gen to support their inefficient
' The theory also carries implirespiratory systems, a new theory
cations for humans because it
suggests.
presumes that worldwide atmospheric changes can occur 10 to
A new analysis of air trapped
20 times faster than previously
in 120 million-year-old fossils
casts doubt on the notion that the thought, the researchers said.
dinosaurs starved to death after a
Landis and his colleagues
giant asteroid hit the planet 65
tested
air found trapped in amber
million years ago, sending up
in east-central Minnesota. They
dust that blocked the sun and
found that the proportion of oxykilled plant life.
gen in the atmosphere fell from a
high of 35 percent to a low of 28
Dinosaurs were already on
percent
within the relatively short
their way out by the time the
meteor purportedly hit, says Gary time of between 300,000 and
Landis, a U.S. Geological Survey 500,000 years.
geologist and one of four scien"It would be like taking a
tists presenting their theory at the dinosaur for a stroll from sea
Geological Society of America's level up to 6,000 to 7,000 feet,"
annual meeting today.
Landis said.

The oxygen-rich air resulted
from volcanic activity that
pumped out carbon dioxide,

problems with trying to get air
into that animal," Hengst
said."Dinosaurs could not have
existed without having more oxygen in the air to start with." _
Ilse scientists said that smaller
cold-blooded animals around at
the time, such as snakes, lizards
and turtles, were able to survive
because of their rclatvely modest
oxygen needs. So did some of the
smaller mammals with more efficient respiratory systems, the sci
entists said.

which was converted into oxygen
by plants.
Dinosaurs evolved during this
time, when oxygen was plentiful,
and had a weak respiratory system, according to the theory
known as the Pcle Hypothesis.
Pele is a Polynesian goddess of
volcanoes.
"Thc dinosaurs survived and
thrived in that environment
because they didn't have to have
anything more efficient," Landis
said.

About two-thirds of known
species of dinosaurs were gone
by the time the asteroid is
believed to have fallen in what is
now Mexico's Yucatan Pcninsu
la, the researchers believe.

An 80-foot-long apatosaurus,
also known as a brontosaurus,
had a set of nostrils about the
same sin as a horse's, for example, said Richard A. Hengst, a
Purdue University physiologist.
"There were some serious

"They were basic-illy all gone.
fully extinct" by then, Landis
said. "It was a gradua'
extinction."

Democrats hope to resurrect jobless benefits bill
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Embarrassed Senate Democrats
seem ready to revive their bill
giving extra benefits to 1 million
long-term jobless Americans,
after Republicans dealt the measure an unexpected setback.
In a procedural ambush that
they won on a last-minute vote
switch by Sen. Nancy Kassebaum, R-Kan., Republicans
forced Democrats to pull the
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measure off the Senate floor
Tuesday.
Republicans objected that the
measure's S1.1 billion cost would
drive up the budget deficit and
was being financed by phony
spending cuts.
"People are interested in trying to help the unemployed, but
we want to be responsible and we
don't want to see the deficit balloon," said Sen. Don Nickles, R-

Okla., who led the fight to derail
the legislatiort.
Democrats scheduled another
vote today that would bring the
bill back to the floor and they
seemed likely to win.
But the delay meant that for at
least another day, people who
have used up the initial 26 weeks
of jobless coverage would be
unable to apply for extra weeks
of coverage. The additional bene-

fits expired on Oct. 2.
The bill would prolong the life
of the extra benefits program
through Feb. 5. About 250,000
workers exhaust their standard 26
weeks of coverage every month,
meaning that 1 million could benefit from the legislation.
Democrats pulled the bill after
senators voted 59-38 against a
GOP move to shelve the measure

because it violates budget law by
increasing this year's budget
deficit. But the Republican
motion prevailed because it takes
60 votes to reject such a procedural move.

wants to extend the jobless
coverage.
"I just felt it wouldn't hurt to
have a little breather on it and see
what can be worked out," she
said.

Kassehaum said she switched
her vote because she saw it as an
opportunity to force lawmakers to
finance the benefits with legitimate spending cuts. She said she

Democrats would pay for two
thirds of the hill by requiring
states to aggressively find •jobs
for people who have pemianently
been laid off

Neighborhood searches soul after death
WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) —
People in this working-class
neighborhood tried to help out
their reclusive neighbor, mowing
her lawn and collecting her mail.
Then they discovered she'd been
lying dead in her kitchen for four
years.
"People have their own lives.
They go their own ways. Neighbors don't want to get involved
with neighbors," longtime resident Ray French said Tuesday.
"Neighborhoods aren't like they
were 20 years ago."
Monday. police found the
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decomposed body of Adele A.
Gaboury lying in a six-foot heap
of trash she had let accumulate in
her kitchen before her death.
Police said they believe
Gaboury died of natural causes
four years ago, when her bank
transactions ended. The state
medical examiner's office was
investigating.
Police said they found a telephone on the floor- nearby, as
though the 73-year-old woman
had tried to call for help.
Neighbors who never saw
much of her anyway inquired

about Gaboury about four years
ago, after they noticed they
hadn't seen her in a while.
But one of her brothers, with
whom she wasn't close, told
police she had gone into a nursing home. Police say a formal
missing-person report was never
filed, so there was no full-scale
investigation.
"A brother had located a
woman with. the same last name
and assumed it was his sister. It
wasn't," said police Capt. James
Gallagher.
Life went on in the neighbor-

hood and in this central Massachusetts city of 160,000.
One neighbor had the lawn
mowed. Another took care of a
pile of mail that built up Izefore
the post office began returning it
to senders. A utility company was
called to tend to broken water
pipes. Neighbors say Gaboury's
car, filled with trash, was tossed
away as a fire hazard.
Her small two-story house, sitting snugly near neighboring
houses, fell into disrepair, its
paint peeling, windows broken,
awnings shredded.
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For A Limited Time Only, Ford Is Offering
2.9%* Financing or $500 Cash Back
On All 1993-1994 F-Series Trucks.
Great Selection! Great Price! Great Service!
Stop by today and take
advantage of this great
interest rate on any new
93 or '94 F-Series truck.
Trucks have never been so
affordable! But hurry in...
this special financing
ends Oct. 30, 1993.
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Call One of Our Salesman Today!
753-2656
753-1833
759-1980
753-8013

Joe Parker
John Parker
David Parker
Joe Rowland

FORD

Greg Bailey
Nick Ryan
Ron Wright
Larry McCully

435-4266
436-2486
753-0156
753-4552

Thomas Jones
Dwight McDowell
Joe Atkins
Charlie Hargrove

753-5405
753-4902
759-9859
753-0303

'You Will Be Saha/lied

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Murray, Ky.

701 Main St

....

1994 F-Series
Standard FAluipped With
Driver Side Air Hag

...1.41.• OW.

(502)753-5273
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Plan to streamline
government could
prove contentious
By TOM RAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Who could be against a reform plan
that would keep the government from buying any more $640 toilet
scats or custom-made "ash receivers, tobacco (desk type)?"
Few in theory. Nearly all politicians rail against waste, fraud and
abuse in government.
But in practice, President Clinton's plan to reshape the bureaucracy and reform the government's buying practices could become
another legislative quagmire.
Organized labor already is casting a skeptical eye at Clinton's
latest initiative. And parochial and turf battles are brewing just
beneath the surface.
Despite the initial accolades for the plan Clinton calls "reinventing government," the package seems likely to face a difficult, contentious time as it begins to move through Congress.
Another prolonged, complex legislative battle is the last thing the
president needs as he prepares today to send his ambitious healthcare overhaul plan to Congress. He's already burdened by fights
over a free-trade pact and anti-crime legislation, not to mention
foreign policy crises on three continents.
An outgrowth of recommendations of Vice President Al Gore's
National Performance Review, the package Clinton presented on
Tuesday would require the government to buy off-the-shelf, commercially made products wherever feasible.
That would end the kind of purchases that have become a symbol
for government waste and inefficiency in the past: the Pentagon's
buying in the late 1980s and early 19909 of $640 toilet seats for
planes, $436 hammers, a $999 pair of pliers and $117 soap dish
covers.
Or the nine-page General Services Administration specifications
spelling out the design for ashtrays to be used in government buildings — an example cited repeatedly by Gore in his campaign for
cutting government waste.
"Although we may quibble about specific cuts in this package,
there should be no question that this spending-cuts package will let
taxpayers keep more money in their pockets," said Sen. John
Glenn, D-Ohio, the Senate sponsor of Clinton's initiative.
But it's the quibbling that can unravel a legislative plan in short
order.
After all, even designer ash trays, expensive toilet seats and all
the rest of the $200 billion in goods and services that the government buys each year originate in some member's congressional
district.
And that, magnified over and over, is one of the reasons
government-streamlining plans so often encounter congressional
resistance.
Along with the procurement overhaul, Clinton sent Congress a
package of $10 billion in spending cuts, ranging from an end to
longtime federal subsidies for honey, wool and mohair production
to many subsidies for small-town airports.
Administration and congressional aides who have worked on the
package say that, privately, organized labor has expressed serious
reservations about the effort.
For one thing, the procurement overhaul would shift a lot of business away from larger plants to smaller businesses. In some
instances, that could mean from unionized plants to nonunion ones.
"We understand the need for it (procurement reform)," said
Michael Byrne, a spokesman for the AFL-CIO. "But it's a very
I complicated bill and we need to keep looking at it."
Furthermore, the change will provide new competition — and
less business — for many of the same Defense Department contractors that the administration is trying to help weather post-Cold War
cutbacks.
Furthermore, many lawmakers may oppose the plan because it
means competition for companies in their states or congressional
districts.
And that's just one of the built-in, institutional reasons why it's
so hard to get any significant spending cuts passed in Washington.
Jimmy Carter learned that lesson when he tried — and failed —
to eliminate scores of public works projects. And Ronald Reagan
and George Bush learned it as their repeated calls for abolishing
programs and agencies were rejected.
Furthermore, Clinton's plan to overhaul past practices and processes threatens to undercut some congressional committee jurisdictions — something guaranteed to provoke the wrath of key members of Congress.
"Our system has a very powerful orientation toward the maintenance of the status quo," said Georgetown University political scientist Stephen Wayne.
Still, while he thinks Clinton may once again have his work cut
out for him, Wayne said it probably was the right political move.
"The public believes that Congress and government are large, inefficient and need to be streamlined," he said.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom Rause has covered the White
House for The Associated Press since 1989 and has reported on
government and national politics since 1973.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington DC. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington DC. 20C10
502-442-4554 (Paducah) cx 202-224-25,11 (Washington)

Senatorial focus on football
There are a lot of problems
facing our nation, and consequently the world's foremost
legislative body — the United
States Senate.
In this country, crime in the
streets in many of our metropolitan areas makes some of our
great landmarks unsafe to visit.
Our nation's capital, named for
the great George Washington, is
considering calling in the National Guard to help in a city that has
been placed under siege by the
nation's scourge of drugs.
Our national health care system needs a major restructuring,
as too many of our citizens do
not have health insurance, and
can't afford to be sick.
The federal budget problem
continues to squeeze away at our
long-term growth, making it
impossible for the nation's leaders to pursue infrastructure development that would help the
nation compete effectively in the
global marketplace.
We send senators to Washington to help tackle those problems.
Unfortunately, one of the senators that this state has sent to
Washington has decided to spend
his time on another matter —
football.
To understand why Sen. Mitch
McConnell is spending his time

(and our money) on football you
have to understand what is going
on at the University of Louisville.
Under coach Howard Schnellenberger, the Cardinals are 7-1
this year and ranked 17th in the
nation.
But because of the new bowl
coalition, the Cardinals, who are
not a member of a conference,
have limited choices on bowls —
and are pretty much locked out of
the major ones.
McConnell, a University of
Louisville graduate, has asked the
U.S. Justice Department to investigate whether the coalition and
other bowl agreements are in violation of antitrust laws.
Yes, that's your taxes dollars
at work. Sen. McConnell is fighting for truth, justice and the
American way because of the
nature of our college football.
I didn't know that the Rose
Bowl has been in violation of the
nation's antitrust laws all these
years. And isn't the NCAA

basketball tournament, which lets
in only one Ohio Valley Conference team and lets in 10 from the
Big 10 every year (I think I'm
exaggerating, but I'm not sure) in
violation?
I'm the first to admit that the
college football bowl system is
unethical, unfair and unjust. But,
then again, isn't that college
athletics.
College athletics has its share
of problems, not the least of
which is how the national championship is settled in college football. But the last thing college
athletics needs is the federal government to get involvd in deciding who plays on New Year's
Day. That rifOCess is already
warped enough.
There are limited problems the
federal government can solve.
College athletics isn't one of
them. The federal government
needs to stay out of college
athletics.
This week, investigators from

the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights are
on the Murray State campus
counting how many towels the
women's basketball team gets
compared to how many towels
the men's basketball team gets.
Instead of having more time to
teach, more time to prepare their
teams and more time to spend on
developing a better athletic
department, Murray State coaches
and administrators are each
spending an hour and 15 minutes
with a federal investigator.
That's what happens when we
have the federal government
involved in college athletics.
I would think that the good
people of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky elected Mitch McConnell to the United States Senate
to deal with the top issues facing
this nation.
I really have to wonder
whether or not college football
should be One Of Senator McConnell's focal points.
Crime, health care reform, welfare reform, Somalia and Bosnia
should be taking up the senator's
time — not the Citrus Bowl.
Mitch, stick with the legislative process. Leave the college
football bowl system to those
who understand .it.
Like us writers.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 17, The Clarion-Ledger, Jackson, Miss., on Somalia and Haiti:
In response to critics last summer, that President Clinton had lost
his "focus" by trying to accomplish too much at once, aides said he
would have a "three-legged stool" approach to issues when Congress
reconvened.
The three "legs" were: health care, reorganizing government and
dropping North American trade barriers.
Now well into the session, that stool has sprouted more legs than a
spider, with Somalia and Haiti wiggling most.
Clinton now is talking about crime control, health care, and trade
agreements under the theme of "security". ...
But, unfortunately, those wiry Somalia and Haiti legs keep popping
out, knocking Clinton off balance and blurring the "focus."
Clinton was breezing along quite nicely on international diplomacy
auto pilot when the Oct. 3 firelight in Somalia and "the photo" of a
dead American being dragged through the streets came out.
That was enough to make Congress hum like a hornets nest, with
outraged congressmen buzzing to pull out.
Clinton came running, sending, troops to back up our forces over
there, but then Haiti flared up.
The plan had been agreed to in July, that we would send in peaceful
carpenters and such to help rebuild democracy.
But, what happened?
Armed thugs ... showed up at the dock instead, forcing our peaceful
non-combatants not to land.
There are those pesky foreign policy legs again. ...
No president can escape international events. But, unless he can get
Congress to go along with his domestic initiatives, he will be seen as
failing both domestically and on the international front. That would
flatten his stool.

Oct. 16, The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle on the minimum
wage:

ty

As if tax hikes, onerous health benefit mandates and strangling regulations weren't enough to kill vast numbers of jobs, the Clinton
administration is now floating a .plan that would be the stake in the
heart of employment: an increased minimum wage.
Labor Secretary Robert Reich favors a hike in the minimum wage
to $4.75 an hour from the current $4.25. That 50 cent hike, he claims,
would come "without any effect on job loss."

A

But a 1978 report by the congressional Minimum Wage Study Commission concluded that every 10 percent increase in the minimum
wage causes a 2 to 3 percent loss of employment opportunities for
young workers.
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The Employment Policies Institute, a Washington, D.C. think-tank,
notes that more than half of those who work for minimum wage are
between 18 and 24 years old. Those are entry-level ages for entrylevel jobs. Thus, the real damage from a higher minimum wage is in
the entry-level jobs that are eliminated or never created. "The higher
the minimum wage," EPI reports, "the less incentive there is to hire
workers with minimal skills." ...
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Candidate Clinton (who favored a minimum-wage hike but admitted
the earned-income tax credit is more effective), made a big show of
trotting out economists to tout his budgetary proposals. But one other
economist he may want to listen to is Gary Becker, 1992 winner of
the Nobel Prize for Economics, who notes: "(T)he minimum wage ...
creates unemployment by raising the price (of labor) above the level
at which the productivity of some people can meet it."
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More ambition than production
FRANKFORT—You have to
hand it to Brereton Jones. The
governor is ambitious. Not a week
goes by these days that he misses
announcing yet another reform he
intends to accomplish before his
term in office ends in December
1995.
And Jones doesn't limit his reforms to just any old easily accomplished issues, either.
Right now, if I've got the count
right, he's going to reform the state
tax system, reform the structure of
state government, reform the welfare system — and control guns. Of
course, there's also reform of the
state's health-care system, which
has occupied Jones, large parts of
his administration and numerous
legislators for much of this year and
there still isn't a reform on the
statute books.
Does he dream these things up in
his sleep?
Admittedly, every area Jones
promises to reform needs reform to
one degree or another. The state
income tax hasn't had substantive
changes in more than half &century,
which means low-income Kentuckians pay the same tax rate as
wealthy Kentuckians. But legislators run from tax legislation like
they now run from utility lobbyists
offering boat rides in Fort Lauderdale.
Reform the bureaucracy? Even
the most ardent Frankfort bureaucrat concedes the need to realign
agencies and consolidate programs.
Jones'own Commission on Quality

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
and Efficiency has proposed some
200 ways to improve government
services and allegedly save big tax
dollars in the process.
Jones says he will put the commission's recommendations into effect, either by executive order or
legislation in the 1994 General
Assembly.
A lot of those recommendations,
however, will run into opponents —
some of them Jones' own cabinet
and department heads — who don't
want to lose status or size or
whatever. State employees — all
30,000-plus of them — are leery of
the commission's ideas about junking the present personnel system

designed to insulate them from
political manipulation. Many wonder if this is simply a way for the
Jones administration to get rid of a
lot of Wilkinson supporters and
replace them with their own before
leaving office.
Last week Jones said he wants to
reform the welfare system, requiring recipients to work if they continue receiving benefits.
That's an idea sweeping the nation right now, including Washington, but the governor will find it a
whole lot more complex an issue
than simply ordering mothers receiving AFDC to the nearest fastfood restaurant to wash dishes.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than SIX) words. Letters should be typewriucn and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42a71.

And the week before last Jones
took on the issue of guns,announcing he will ask the legislature next
year to impose unspecified controls.
This is the same legislature that
passed a law in 1984 forbidding
cities or counties from passing any
local ordinance relating to guns or
ammunition. The National Rifle
Association undoubtedly already
has hotel rooms here booked for
January through April.
Add to this reformist cauldron
Jones'order to another special commission to find ways to clean up and
fix up the state's colleges and universities and a task force recommendation that tenure for public
school teachers be ended. Then
there's a world-class engineering
school to be created at the University of Kentucky and a $100 million
bond issue to renovate the Stale
parks system.
Jones' agenda for his last budget,
his last regular legislative session
and his last two years in office is a
reform blueprint that would be
ambitious for three governors in
succession.
Even a strong governor with a
steel grip on the General Assembly
would have a hard time pulling oft
Just one of the multiple reforms
Jones is tossing on the table.
Jones isn't a strong governor and
his grip on the General Assembly
doesn't exist. His first major reform
health care — is proofof that and
very well may be a harbinger of the
fate of all the other Jones reform
ideas next year.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Southwest Festival Saturday
Southwest Calloway Elementary School will have its Fall Festival on Saturday, Oct. 30, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Adamission will
be SI per car load. Games will be paid with tickets purchased at
booths at various locations in the building. Each ticket will be
worth 25 cents. Bingo will be played in the cafeteria. A Camcorder
will be given away. Lunch will be served in the cafeteria. Donations of pies and cakes should be delivered on Friday afternoon or
early Saturday morning. The public is urged to attend this special
event.

CCHS Class of 1974 plans meeting
A meeting to discuss a 20-year reunion of the Calloway County
High School Class of 1974 will be held Sunday. Oct. 31, at 2:30
p.m. at University Branch of the Bank of Murray. Anyone interested in helping plan this event is urged to attend. For more information call 435-4481 and ask for Cindy.
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Ladies Fall Retreat planned
The fourth annual Ladies Fall Retreat of University Church of
Christ will Friday and Saturday, Oct. 29 and 30, at Kenlakc State
Park Hotel. Both sessions will feature Mrs. Dietlinde Spears of
Nashville, Tenn. "Celebrating Freedom" will be the theme. All
ladies of the congregation are invited. For more information see
Janie Parker or Greta Gargus.

Workshop will start Thursday
A Singles Seminar led by Richard Arnett will be hosted by University Church of Christ starting Thursday, Oct. 28, and running for
nine weeks. This will be to help those who are divorced, widowed,
single or anyone who has experienced a broken relationship. The
workshop will featured Bruce Fisher's material entitled "When
Your Relationship Ends." There will be a S15 charge for materials
which is due at the first meeting. To enroll call the church office at
753-1881.

Senior Adults plan party
imurn

A "Care and Share" project of the Western Kentucky Branch 18839 of
Lutheran Brotherhood delivers a bulk purchase of WO of staple food
supplies to Need Uni of Murray. Members Ethel Brown, Shirley JenStrom and Einar Jenstrom, the Lutheran Brotherhood Communicator,
load cases helped by Vickie Riley, Rev. Dave Riley of Immanuel Lutheran Church and Charles Shelby, manager of Murray's Jim Adams* IGA.

Senior Adults of Westside Baptist Church will have a Hobo Party on Friday, Oct. 29, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Franklin and
Carolyn Carroll. Each one should bring a can of vegetables and a
white elephant gift. Persons are asked to dress in hobo style.

Budget Committee will meet
The Budget Committee of Calloway County High School SiteBased Council will meet Thursday. Oct. 28. at 2:45 p.m. in Room
409 at the school.

New Bridge Club plans drive
New Bridge Club of Murray has planned a membership drive.
Bridge players are wanted for duplicate play contract bridge for fun
and entertainment. For information call C.W. at 435-4137.

Shannon Cavitt
& John Imes

Lenora Kay Garland and
Charles Arthur Ehrsam Jr. to marry

Nancy Smith
& William Greene
Candace Clark
& Kevin Brown

Garland-Ehrsam vows
will be said on Nov. 20

Lesley Cothran
& Erik Emerson

Dexter-Almo meeting Thursday
Dexter-Almo Fire Protection District will meet Thursday, Oct.
28, at 7 p.m. at Temple Hill United Methodist Church. All members and interested persons are invited and urged to attend.

Downtown Association will meet
Downtown Business Association will have a special called meeting on Thursday, Oct. 28, at 5:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. Sue McCoart
urges all business people to attend to plan for the coming Fall
Celebration on Nov. 5 and 6.

1 mile 94
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A Rollo Class

Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

$3,000 Letter H Jackpot!!!
Will be held on Thurs., Oct. 28
The World Friendship Club, a social organization designed to welcome
Internationals to the Murray area, met recently at the home of Neelam
Tendon. A potluck meal of many foreign dishes was served. Pictured,
from left, front row, Moslem Tendon, India; Gabi Watkins, Germany;
Tong Hui Yoo, Korea; Zang Ying, China; second row, Chong Kim, Korea; Monica Walston, Germany; Helen Karvounis, Greece; Dottie Sims,
USA; club sponsors, Gracie Erwin and Edith NottsInger, USA; back row,
Anise Nefoud, Syria; Debbie Shapla, USA: El Jo Lee, Korea; Thelma
Warlord, USA; SIN Kusuma, Indonesia; Christel Carter, Germany; Urmila
Yadav, India; Monaca Bodon, Hungary; Sung Ok Choi, Korea; Slung
Yun Roh, Korea; Lynda Cooper, USA; Sunni Mangle, India; Min Soon
Ko, Korea; Beverly Wright, USA; Esple van Ameringen, Philippines.
Debbie Shapla, club president, announced the group will have a costume event and potluck on Friday, Oct. 29, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of
Monica Walston.
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MERCHANDISE NOW REDUCED

Oct. 27th thru 30th
Select Group of
ENTIRE STOCKS OF:
KITCHEN CURTAINS
• Bedspreads

1/2 Off
Odd & End

the

Carl W Marquess,Jr., M.D. and John N. Gillespie, M.D.

in Paducah

PILLOW SHAMS
"Teresa" slightly Irr.

DAY BED ENSEMBLES
cre.:gs135m gukr.$5999
CUSTOM BLINDS

Practice Limited to
Diseases and Surgery of the Retina, Vitreous and Macula
Diabetic Eye Disease

University Plaza

(This Week Only!)
rite ikir
• 14 Games — $100 Each
es -Crap
;rep
• $700 Jackpot — (52) Number Call
aCe41741'
moepeiti
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each week
Olio.
041
4:106,94
• Letter "H" — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $30001 '4144418
(Consolation Prize - 10% of It' Jackpot, minimum $100)
• 3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60%, 75% and 90%

SPOOKTACULAR SAVINGS

PA+ ASSOCIATES

2315 Broadway

1
)
111111 11111/1/11IS
.
Jlw PlaceTo Discover
— On Chestnut Street,

.•••• •••
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PRICES•

Pimilimports

Six Week Course
Pre-Registration November 1
Call 759-1445 For More Information
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Kris Flarper
& Gary Holing

Beginner Special For7-9Ages
'25.00* Includes - Free Leotard and Tights

„SI.RICH, M.D., F.A.C.S
DAVID]. ‘1.1,

50%

Kimberly I losford
& Joe Wade Paschall

'Vika
Hoffman's

Haunted Forest opens tonight

Calloway County Boys' Basketball parents will sponsor a Yard
and Bake Sale on Saturday, Oct. 30, from 7 a.m. to noon on the
steps of Calloway County High School Jeffrey Gymnasium. Anyone wishing to donate items can drop them off from 6 to 8 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 29, at the gym. Persons are asked to please price
donated items before the sale.

Deanna Garland
hi Mark Thurman
An-y Westerteld
& Kick (:rogan
(hoate
& David Ceurin

An Angel Alert has been issued by the Calloway County
Schools' Family Resource Center. Donna Herndon, director, said
an urgent need for a family with five children, four oldest in
elementary school and one at home, has been issued. The family
has no heat and no source of heat, and also does not have a kitchen
table or chairs. The father does roofing and guttering and also
needs work. Any one having electric heaters to spare and also a
table and chairs is asked to call the Resource Center at East
Elementary School at 753-3070. Persons wishing to make monetary
donations may mail checks to Angel Alert Fund, Rt. 6, Box 57AA,
Murray, Ky. "Your help is greatly needed as we continue to serve
this school year," Herndon said.

Yard and Bake Sale Saturday

Debbie Stubblefield
& David ()liver
Kimberly Darnell
& Mark Lyon
Julie Bennett
& Paul Ilickling

Nancy Lynn Smith, bride
elect of William Greene, has
selected gift items from our
bridal registry.
Nancy and William will be
married October .31, 1993

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Garland of Murray announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Lenora Kay Garland, to
Charles Arthur Ehrsam Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Ehrsam Sr.
of Louisville.
The bride-ele4.1 is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted M. Potts
and Mr. and Mrs. Bruce C. Garland, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Mildred Antonanni and the
late Martin Antonanni and the late Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Ehrsam, all
of Louisville.
Miss Garland is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School
and attended Murray State University. She is currently employed at
the Terrapin Station in Murray.
Mr. Ehrsam is a 1986 graduate of Louisville Male High School and
a 1991 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree. He is currently working toward his Master's degree. He
also has his own Landscape and Lawn Maintenance business.
The couple will be married Saturday, Nov. 20, in a private ceremony at the home of the bride-elect's parents.
All relatives and friends are invited to a reception at 6 p.m. the
same day in the Hospitality Room of St. Leo's Catholic Church,
Murray.
After a short wedding trip the couple will reside in Murray.

Angel Alert issued by Center

The annual Haunted Forest will open Wednesday, Oct. 27, at
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds. Ticket sales will
start at 7 p.m. The Forest will be open through Saturday, Oct. 30,
at the fairground, located on Highway 121 North of Murray. Proceeds will go toward "A Family Christmas" project and other Jaycee projects.

Bridal
Registry

Paducah, Kentucky 42001

502-442-2744
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1-00-999-2744

Mini Blinds
60% off
Vertical Blinds .. 50% off
- FREE INSTALLATION Free Estimikos • Ousek 1381,vity
Wwidatts shades cut to your measurement
Vinyl siodi binds 23*-77 reelable

•
•
•
•

Ruffled Curtains
Tailored Draperies
Day Bed Ensembles
Kitchen Curtains

All 10%
y
Off
Washcloths
99c ea.
Window Shades . '5.99 ea.
Lace Panels
'8 99 & up
810.99
Pouf Valances
Towels
'3.99 ea.
72' Table Rounds
'9.99

ALL WICKER

50% off
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North Calloway Elementary School each fall sponsors annual event for
students called the "Hand Trees." Showan are this year's trees featuring the hand and photo of each of the 650 students at North. The public
Is invited to see this special activity at the North Fall "Fall Fantasy"
Festival on Friday, Oct. 29, from 510 8:30 p.m. The kitchen will be open
from 5 to I p.m. serving homemade chill, hamburgers, hot dogs and
homemade desserts. Games will be from 6 to 8:30 p.m. with kings and
queens to be crowned at 8:30 p.m. Children may wear costumes or
come in their Laker shirts. Admission of 91 includes an entry for door
prizes to be given away. The public is invited to attend.

Special party given to honor
Mrs. Atkins on 90th birthday

•

Mrs. Sylva Atkins was recently
honored with a party in celebration of her 90th birthday at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
Mrs. Atkins has been a resident
of Murray for many years. She
formerly lived at 1303 Wells
Blvd., Murray.
Attending the party were the
following:
Her daughter, Mrs. Lilly Williams and husband, Wayne, Murray; a son, Ernest Atkins and

The Hasenhaus

Group
Presents

The Kentucky
Art Theatres
production of

11

;

Mrs. SvIva Atkins

GARDEN
ic Nr•npc

Oct. 28, 29, 30, 8:00 PM'
s Oct. 31 2:00 Matinee

I

At the Playhouse in the Park
All tickets $5.00
Rex Office opert an hour before Curtam

wife, Ruth Ann, Greenville; a
daughter, Clara Ann Pollock and
husband, A.D., Nashville, Tenn.;
grandchildren, Evelyn Wallis and
Jo Ann Mathis of Murray and
Jennifer Kassner of Mount Vernon, Ill.; great-grandchildren,
Thomas Atkins of Greenville,
Candy Johnson of Mount Vernon,
III., and Wesley. Lucas and Carly
Mathis of Murray; a great-greatgrandson, James Harrison of Fairfield. Ill.

Mr. and Mrs. Barry Lynn Bartlett

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Dale Guthrie

Hopkins-Guthrie vows Morris-Barlett wedding
solemnized on Oct. 9 vows are solemnized
Grace Hopkins and Martin Dale Guthrie were married at Emerald
Bay, Lake Tahoe, Calif., on Saturday, Oct. 9.
The bride is the daughter of Nelly and Gonzalo Espinoza of Quito,
Equador. The groom is the son of Chuck and Jewell Guthrie of
Murray.
The wedding vows were exchanged on a cliff overlooking the
waters of Emerald Bay with the Rev. Gene Lee officiating.
The bride's formal gown of ivory satin and Venise lace was styled
with a high neckline and fitted waist line. It featured long sleeves of
Venise lace and a layer of lace and dropped pearls extending over the
shoulders. The long full skirt had a scalloped edged trim and a large
ivory satin bow at the back of the waist.
Her headpiece was of ivory lace and dropped pearls. She had a bouquet of red roses and baby's breath.
Ms. Marilyn Reynolds of Orange, Texas, was maid of honor.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with a burgundy cummerbund and
a rose boutonniere.
Burt Adcock of Memphis, Tenn., served as best man. Casey Hopkins, son of the bride, was ring bearer. He wore a black tuxedo with a
burgundy cummerbund.
A dinner and reception was held after the wedding at A.J.'s
Restaurant, North Shores, Lake Tahoe, for all those in attendance.
After a honeymoon at Lake Taho. the couple will be residing at
Hernando, Miss., near Memphis, Tenn.
Auending the wedding were Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Guthrie of Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Burt Adcock of Memphis, Tenn.; Mark Overby and
Denise Debois of San Diego, Calif.; Marilyn Reynolds of Orange,
Texas; Olgi Espinoza and Casey Hopkins of Memphis, Tenn. The
bride's parents were unable to attend because of her mother's illness.

Choose A

La-Z-Boy® Recliner
For Only

L_SNAIPIttif
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Tisha LaRac Morris and Barry Lynn Bartlett were married Saturday. July 24, at First United Methodist Church.
Dr. Jerry Jeffords officiated. Music was provided by Joan Bowker,
organist, and Matthew Sullivan and Rufus Harris, vocalists.
Parents of the couple are Louie and Carolyn Greenfield and Leonard Morris of Murray, Priscilla Bartlett of Henderson. and Mr. and
Mrs. Doug Bartlett of Owensboro.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Shirley G. Hurt and Mrs.
Juanita Morris and the late Paul Morris, all of Murray, and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Hurt of Benton. The groom is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bartlett and Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Pans, all of
Owensboro.
Mrs. Stacie Barber Roney of Memphis, Tenn., was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Larra Edwards of Sacramento, Calif., Miss
Linda Jackson of Marion, Ill., Mrs. Heidi Outland of Paducah, and
Mrs. Marti Morris of Daytona Beach, Fla., sister-in-law of the bride.
Michael Miller of Atlanta, Ga., was best man. Groomsmen were
David Fuller of Louisville, Joe Dill of Decatur, Ala., Jeff Outland of
Paducah and Richie Morris of Daytona Beach, Fla., brother of the
bride.
Ushers were Jeremy Morris of Benton, nephew of the bride, David
Jones of Hopkinsville and Todd Thomason of Paducah.
A reception followed at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Miss Michelle Moore attended the guest register. Miss Stacey
Woods 'and Mrs. Christi Thompson were servers.
The bride is a graduate of Murray High School and Murray State
University. She is employed by the American Heart Association as the
Southeast Regional Director.
The groom is a graduate of Apollo High School and Murray State
University. He is employed by Serv-Air, Inc. as the Senior Safety
Engineer.
The couple is residing at Lexington.
Bridal events given in honor of the couple included a bridal tea
given by Sue Morris, Kathy Wade, Joyce Barber, Shirley Hurt, Pam
Clark and Christi Thompson; a family shower given by Davanna
Woods, Beverly Ray and Eleanor Miller, and a personal shower given
by Shan Fuller, wedding coordinator, Heidi Outland and Linda
Jackson.

TODAY

1-800-432-9346
RENTUOrl CASAFT FOR MAAR RESOURCES

$299!

I

ANNIVERSARY
Satz/

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL

00FF
250/
ENTIRE STORE!
Make a genuine LA-Z-BOY® Recliner yours for an
incredibly low price. Covered in acrylic/polyester
fabric in your choice of fashionable colors, all
backed by a 2 year wear-dated warranty!

• EXCLUDING ALREADY REDUCED RED-LINED MERCHANDISE.

REGISTER TP WIN A $100.00 ANNIVERSARY SHOPPING
SPREE, FREE TO THE DRAWING WINNER. JUST FILL OUT
REGISTRATION SLIP BELOW & BRING INTO BEHR'S.
NAME
I ADDRESS

THURMAN'S
FURNITURE
208 E. Main St.

CITY

STATE

Must be 18 to register. No purchase nec•saary. One $100. shopping spree giveaway per store.

Central Shopping Center • Murray
753-4834

PH.#

$100.00
SHOPPING
SPREE
GIVEAWAY!

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991
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Methodist event Friday
Fall Festival of Favorite Things will be Friday, Oct. 29, from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Youth Center of First United Methodist Church, South
Fifth Street, Murray.
This will feature a sidewalk cafe with doughnuts and coffee, favorite things' sale booth, quilt exhibition, bake sale and holiday crafts.
A luncheon at a cost of $4 per person will be served from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. This annual event is being sponsored by United Methodist
Women of First United Methodist Church who invite the public to
attend.

•

The Magazine Cluillteld its September meeting at Temptations Rellaur•
ant with Kathryn Carman as hostess. The program was presented by
Dr. Alice Koenecke. Pictured, from left, front row, Lynda Grey Houck,
Gerry Reed, Betty Hornsby and Neva Grey Allbritton, new members,
back row, Lucy Lilly, Lois Sparks, president, Dr. Koonecke, Mrs. Carman and Rainey Apperson. The club will meet Thursday, Oct. 28, at 7
p.m. at the home of Edith Garrison.

DONATION GIVEN - Knights of Columbus representative, Ron Baker,
left, recently presented a check to W.A.T.C.H. Executive Director Peggy
Williams. The total contribution of $2,200 was collected from the annual
KnIghmts of Columbus Tootsie Roll Drive. Assisting Int he presentation
was Brian Bennett, right, of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity which helped
with the collection as did the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. The organizations expressed-appreciation to Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank, K-Mart,
Kroger, Piggly-Wiggly, Storey's Food Giant and Wal-Mart for their continued support
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'Christmas Gallery'sale will
be held at Murray Art Guild
SPECIAL EVENT - Alpha Mu Chapter 14760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International held Its Trash and Treasure Sale on Oct. 2 at the home of
Helen Steffen, publicity chairman for the chapter and Kentucky State
Council News and Publicity Director. Over $450 was raised from the two
recents sales with all money to go to charities and St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital. Pictured, from left, are Steffen, Hazel Matthal,
treasurer, Dortha Bailey, corresponding secretary of state council and
chapter president, Kathie Gentry, recording secretary, and Mary Vidmer,
ways and means chairman. Also assisting were Kathie Fleming, state
president and past chapter president, Marjorie Hall, Lillian and Ken
Cook, Helen Campbell and Jean F. Lewis.
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Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Oct. 23, have been released as
follows:

Some water color prints by John Goodell, left, and Libby Hart will be on
sale during the "Christmas Gallery" Sale at Murray Art Guild on Nov. 5,
6 and 7. Goodell and Hart, both water colorists, opened an exhibit In
October 1993 at the Murray Art Guild.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

Does Your Heart Good.

EXERCISE

American Heart V
Association

The Murray Art Guild will present its third annual "Christmas
Gallery" sale on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, Nov. 5, 6 and 7.
Featured will be many works
created by artists and craftsmen.
Water color prints and paintings
by guild members will be
available.
Artists and craftsmen will present works for sale at the gallery
during the three days of the
event.
These will include caged stone
jewelry, silver jewelry, baskets
and caning, wood carved Santas
and other figures, tole painting,
wood and feather jewelry, wood
carving decoys and bowls, silk
scarves, weaving; ceramics,
wooden cars and trucks, teddy
bears, rugs and placcmats, purses,

idal tea
irt, Pam
>avanna
er given
I Linda

dolls, baskets with copper, watercolor cards, corn shuck dolls,
dough bowls, painted pillows and
floor coverings, cherry and walnut doll beds and quilts, jewelry
and stationery boxes, shaker
tables, wooden checker boards,
album chests, planters, quilted
wall hangings and bed quilts.
Hours will be from 10 a.m. to
8 p.m. on Friday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Saturday and 1 to 4 p.m.
on Sunday.
The Guild is located at 103
North Sixth St., Murray. No
admission will be charged but
donations will be accepted. The
public is invited to attend the
celebration of the season.
For more information contact
Pat Clark at 753-3207 or Murray
Art Guild, 753-4059.

Newborn admissions
Choate baby boy, mother, Vanessa
Taylor, 2167 So. Rd , Cadiz;
Geurin baby boy, parents. Alison
and Joe, RI 5, Box 290, Murray.
Dismissals
Joey Dean Freeman, P 0 Box 656,
Calven City, Mrs. Karmel Ann Stewart.
1503 Mildred St.. Murray. Danny
Davis, RI 10, Box 357, Benton,
Miss Santina Serratt and baby boy
Casey, HC Box 208, New Concord;
George Alexander, At 1, Box 288,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Lyda Grays Watkins, At. 1, Box
278, Hardin: Miss Georgia Bell Tucker,
At 1, Box 11, Clinton, Rex Jones, At
3, Box 210, Murray,
Mrs. Elizabeth Emma Paschall, 605
Ellis Dr., Murray; Paul Maggard, 807
North 20th St., Murray.
• • • •
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hoyttal for Sunday, Oct. 24, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Gray baby boy, parents, Kelly and
William, 583 Old Highway 79, Dover,
Tenn.;
Rogers baby boy, parents, Molly
and Wade, Rt. 3, Box 399, Murray.
Dismissals
k4iss Hollie Cunningham and baby
boy Reavis, Rt. 1, Box 130, Hazel;
Baby girl Freeman, At 3, Box 51A,
Calvert City;
Mrs. Kimberley Foster and baby
boy, 119 Crestview Circle, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Betty Stewart, Rt. 2, Box
246A, Paris, Tenn.
Shickill Jevon Davis, 302 Cherry,
Murray; Charles Randall Starks, 1628

College Farm Rd., Murray. Mitchell
Rayn Tucker, Rt. 6, Box 160, Murray;
Mrs Donna Annette Henderson and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 350, Sedalia,
Mrs. Frances Whelan, 902 Poplar St.
Murray.
Expiration
Miss May Nell Armstrong, Fit 1, Box
296, Murray.

• • • •
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-('alloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Oct. 25, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Litchfield baby boy, mother, Kim
Green, Rt. 3, Box 203M, Murray,
Beam baby boy, parents, Rhonda
and Richard, At 2, Box 32, Hazel
Hamby baby boy, parents, Tracy
and David. At 3, Box 28, Bentor
Dismissals
Mrs Kelley J. Davidson and batiy
girl, 2565 Husband Rd., Paducah:
Wade L. Jones, Rt. 1, Box 195, Aim();
Ms. Mary Ellen Smith, 802 North
17th St., Murray; Mrs. Geneva Misner,
Rt. 7, Box 572, Murray; Miss Audrey
Anna Tippett, Woodlavvn Ti
Mayfield,
Mrs Kelly Lamb and baby boy. HI
1, Kirksey, Mrs. Rebecca Cnttendoi..
Rt. 4, Box 414, Mayfield,
Mrs. Vanessa Taylor and baby be..
2167 So. Rd., Cadiz; Mrs. Alison
Geurin and baby boy, At 5, Box 29i.),
Murray;
Mrs. Elizabeth Jeffrey, 1603 Farmer
Ave., Murray, Melvin Suitor, At. 1, Box
40, Farmington; Mrs. Beatrice E Ptiti
lips, Rt. 6, Box 186C, Murray,
Mrs Julia Ann Krizan, 220 Wood
lawn, Murray, Mrs Eula Mae Garlwid,
Apt. C-5 Murray Manor, Murray.
Mrs Margaret Cathis, Rt. 3. B293, Murray, Aubrey W. Steely, RI 4 ,
Box 29, Murray, John Leroy Fully, 50.'
Beale St. Murray.
•

•

•

ENTER NOW!
The Holiday Cookbook
will be published

Thursday, November 18th
Send your favorite recipes
before November 1, 1993 to
Murray Ledger & Times,
do Holiday Cookbook
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
•Each entrant may submit only one recipe per category. If more
than one entry is submitted by the same individual,for the same
category, one entry will be disqualified.
'Each entry should be typed or printed on the front side of a sheet
of paper or recipe card. One entry per card or sheet of paper. All
others will be disqualified.
Categories Include
Appetizer, Bread, Salad, Main Dish and Dessert

and there's
no time like
the present
to buy or sell a home.

•••

•
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Overall Winner Will Receive $35
Category Winners Will Each Receive $10
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Ellen Elizabeth
Allbritten born
1•.•

Home Owned 8
Home Operated

'

Capt. and Mrs. Keith Allbritten
of Wichita. Kan., are the parents
of a daughter, Ellen Elizabeth
Allbriuen, born on Wednesday.
Sept. 22, at 6:55 p.m. at H.C.A.
Wesley Medeical Center, Kan.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 14 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Lisa Phillips. Capt. Allbritten is serving in the Air Force.
She has a brother, Adam Bryce.
Grandparents are Harold and
Faye Phillips. Pearly and Charlotte McClure, and Joe Allbritten,
all of Murray. Great-grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Rymon Sholar
of Bumpus Mills, Tenn.

Storey's

*We Accept US Govt.
Food Stamps and
rnc Vouchers

Food Giant

Bel-Air Shopping Center. South 12th Street, Murray

FLAY-CI-RICH OR
GOLDEN ROD

Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

PRICES SI

0

2°h MILK
1/2 GAL. PLASTIC
BRAWNY

CAMPBELL S

NORTHERN

PAPER TOWELS

TOMATO SOUP

BATH TISSUE

SERVICE NOTES
MARINE 2ND IT. JEFFREY B. WRIGHT was recently
commissioned upon graduation
from the Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps (NROTC) program, with Naval Reserve Officers
Training Corps Unit, University
of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
During his undergraduate
semester. Wright completed naval
science courses as well as a full
academic schedule that led to a
degree.
Wright joined the Marine
Corps in May 1993. He is a 1989
graduate of Marshall County
High School and a 1993 graduate
of the University of Missouri,
Columbia.
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COCA
COLA

ULTRA TIDE

t 4.4

FRESH BAKE

TREES WEET

C

go
ALL
FLAVORS

1401.
IAN

WHEATIES

KESS

1
ORANGE OR
RAPEFRUIT JUICE

POTATO CHIPS

IN OIL OR WATER
6'/a OZ. CAN

47'

an.. nem BLEACH)

CHARLES REG. 31.39

TUNA

24 OZ. LOAF

$288

09
12 PL $3
j
1111. CANS

CHUNK STAR KIST

SANDH
BREAD

42 OZ. TO 47 OZ. BOX

LITER
PLASTICIII9C

[
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AWRY
ETERGENT

DIET COKE, CAFFEINE FREE,
SPRITE, TAB. MELLO YELLO,
ABW OR SUNKIST

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

j

WITH ONE rum
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

SOFT DRINKS

89

89

I :a
I

11 CANS

Coie

CEREAL
• At—,
BUY I, GET I
-°L
leBOX

FREE!
•

WITH COUPON BELOW
NORTHERN

KELLOGG S

PEANUT
BUTTER

KEEBLER ZESTA

CRACKERS

BUY I. CET 1

ALL VARIETIES
1 LB. BOX

FREE!
1
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CHUNKS
SRI

SHREDDED CHEESE

129

OZ.

25 0
BOX
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ASST. POPS

PIZZAS
3/S5M)
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PETS OF THE WEEK —
These four animals are available for adoption at Animal
Shelter, East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of
Calloway County. They are,
from top, "Lucky," a spayed
female Black Lab; "China." a
spayed female Pekingese (no
children); "Cookie," a female
Rat Terrier; and "Snuggles," a
spayed female short-haired
black declawed housecat. Animals who do not find homes
must be destroyed. Hours of the
shelter, open to the public, are
1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m.
Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday.
Humane Society is a United
Way agency. For information
call 759-4141.
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Wednesday, Oct. 27
F•rest!/7
Haunted
p m./Murray-Calloway Jaycee
Fairgrounds.
First Presbyterian Church events include
ARK/S p.m.; Choir Practice/6.30 pm
University Church of Christ events
/7 p.m.
include Bible Cl
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
(lurch of Chnst.
Dexter Baptist Church trorship/6:30
p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer/I0 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4 p.m.; Youth Club/5 p.m.;
Turner Covenant Prayer/6 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 P.m
Grace Baptist Church events include
Kid's Klubs, Bible Explosion, Youth
Bible Study, College Career Bible Study,
Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Scholarship Committee/5 30 p.m.; Youth
and Mission Groups/7 pm; Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m.
El. Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Adult Bible Study and Youth Choir
practice/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Custer/prayer and
praise/7 pm
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer meeting, RAs and GAs/6.30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Fnendship International/9 a.m.; Ladies'
Study/I0 a.m.; Fellowship
Bible
Supper/5:30 pm.; Children's Handbells.
Library open/6:15 p.m.; Children's
Choirs, Klaymata/6.30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary Choirf7:45
p.m.
First Christian Church evenu include
Reunion Group/8 a.m.; Evangelism
Committe/now Chnstian Family Fellowship dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Climes and
Singles Support Group/6 pm; 10 Commandments Class/6:05 p.m.; CI+
Options/6:45 p.m.; Choir Practice/7:30
pm.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church evenu include Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
KIrkaey United Methodist Church events
include Youth meeting/6:30 pm.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Euchanst/5:15 pm.
Freaker's Ball/8 p.m./Curris Center small
ballniorn/8 p.m. Info/762-2717.
Thursday, Oct. 211
Influenza Clink/8 a.m.-4 p.m./Calloway
County Health Center. Info/753-3381.
Murray City Counc11/6:30 p.m./City
Hall.
Downtown Buslaess Association/5:30
p.m./Pagliai's.
Dester-Almo Fire Protection Distnct/7
p.m./Temple Hill United Methodist
Church.
Shrine Bingo/7 p.m./National Guard
Armory. Changed to Thursday for this
week only.
Annual Haunted Forest/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fairgrounds_
Budget Committee of Calloway County
High School/2:45 p.m/Room 409 at
school.
Breast Feeding Support Group/2
p.m./Room 416, Murray-Calloway County
hospital.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Hazel Center open/10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaka Center open/8 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Compamoniale Friends/7:30 p.m./board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/498-8324 or 762-1274.
TOPS 1469 Chapter/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Christian Singles Groupfl p.m./at BOO
North 20th St., Murray. Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/9:15 a.m./club house to go to
Oakland.
Magazine Club/2 p.m./home of Edith
Garrison,
Second District Soccer Boys
Tournament/7 p.m./Calloway County
High School.
Regional Soccer Girls Tournament/7
p.m./Reidland High School.
Calloway County Middle School Football game at Tngg County/6 p.m.
Singles Seminar/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ. Info/753-1881.
Young in Hearts Class/1 0:30
a.m./Glendale Rood Church of Chnst.
St. Leo Calltolk Church events include
Legion of Mary/9 a.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day Out/9 am. and 3 p.m.;
Convention Uniform Teachers/II a.m.
First Christian Church events include
Youth Bible Study/4.30 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p.m./St. John
Episcopal Church. Info/753-0781.
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./7:30
p.m./Farm Bureau Building, Pans. Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary/7 p.m./Legion Hall.
Murray Kiwanla Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Mumy Rotary Club/noon/Seven Seas
Restaurant.
SL Leo Catholic Church events include
Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
MSU Racer Athletic Association/5:30
p.m./Pagliai's.
Robert Valentine as Mark Twain/8
p m./Playhouse in the Park. Info/
759-1752.
Writhes' West Kentucky Museum/open/
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Lend Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
pm./Homeplace; Planetarium Show/11
a.m. and 2 p.m/Visitor Center.
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Halloween Bingo
Saturday,l October 30th
Prizes For Best Dressed
& Ugliest Costume
Try Our Taco Salad
rree Snacks

Miami
Indian
Bingo

AllANII INDIAN

RiilidAys
,rj;k2

' , it 10.4112,

715 East Bdwy. • Mayfield
247-8537

Evan Williams and
Kenneth Charles Lee to marry
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Lee Dick
Williams-Lee wedding
is planned for Dec. 18 Burkeen-Dick wedding
held at the club house
•

Hilda Bazemore Williams and Herbert Atys Williams of Sylvania.
Ga., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Evan Williams, to Kenneth Charles Lee. son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Robert Lee of Murray and the late Kenneth Ray Edwards
of Fairfield, Ill.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Rueben Lovett Bazemore and the late Mr. Bazemore and Herbert Alphonzo Williams Jr.,
and the late Mrs. Waldeen Mills Williams, all of Sylvania, Ga.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Augustus
French of Fairfield, Ill., Mrs. William Earl Lee of Murray and the late
Mr. Lee and Mrs. Noel Kenneth Edwards of Fairfield, Ill., and the late
Mr. Edwards.
Miss Williams is a graduate of Screven County High School and
Georgia Southern University with a B.S. degree in Education. She is a
member of Phi Mu social sorority. She is employed as an elementary
teacher by the Screven County Board of Education.
Mr. Lee is a graduate of Roswell High School, Roswell, Ga., and
attended Murray State University. He is a member of the United
States Army Reserves in Augusta, Ga., and is employed as a computer
analyst for the Kennedy Company, Statesboro, Ga.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Dec. 18, at 6 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Sylvania, Ga.

Season's Greeting Pageant
will be held here on Nov. 6
The Ladies Auxiliary of Calloway County Fire Rescue will host
a Little Mr. and Little Miss Season's Greetings Pageant and a
Ms. Holiday's Pageant on Saturday, Nov. 6.
This will be at Loveu Auditorium, Murray State University.
The morning pageant will be
for boys from the ages of 0 to 10
years, and girls from the ages of
0 to 12 years old.

hi, shock. the anguish. the damage — the results of a crash far outweigh the time
ii Nave by driving too fast. Its a fact that your chances of seriously injuring
.rneone increase the faster you go. And vvhen yini drive too fast for conditions.
o make things even rse. A crash like this can happen in a. heartbeat. And if it
oes. it will change your life forrver.

SPEEDING.GETSVOU NOWHERE FASt
"..t.V•nerec4VarnocrIolon

!Fall Spruce-Up Sale
Closet Organizers

$500

Miss Tern Lea Burkeen and Joshua Lee Dick were married in a
summer ceremony at Murray Woman's Club House. Richard Adams
officiated and Jeanette Collie, aunt of the bride, provided music.
The bride is the daughter of Ronnie and Jo Ann Burkeen of Alm°.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Louise Washam of Alm% the late
Obid Burkeen, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Troy Geurin.
The groom is the son of Roger and Debbie Dick of Coldwater. He
is the grandson of Joshua H. and Hazel Tabers of Coldwater and Ms.
Hilda Dick and the late Elvis Dick of Murray.
The bride was escorted by her father and given in marriage by her
parents. She wore a bridal white satin gown lavished with reembroidered Venise lace and cut out appliques adorned with hand beading
detail. It was designed with Renaissance sleeves, Victorian neckline
and dropped basque bodice attached to a softly gathered skirt flowing
into a cathedral train.
Her headpiece was a majestic crown with pearls and iridescent
sequins, double net pouf and fingertip veil. She carried an oval bouquet of white casablanca lilies, bridal white roses filled with baby's
breath accented by iridescent ribbon.
Miss Jody Burkeen, sister of the bride, was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Robin Dick and Nikki Dick, sisters of the groom. They
wore light pink taffeta tea length dresses with the bodices overlaid
with iridescent lace.
The flower girl was Cassie Burkeen, cousin of the bride. She wore a
matching soft pink taffeta lace trimmed dress and a crown of white
baby's breath. She carried an iridescent handmade basket filled with
dried rose petals, gifts from the groom to the bride.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with a white tie and cummerbund
his boutonniere was a white rosebud.
Jerry Lowery was best man. Groomsmen were Brien West and Todd
Wade. J.D. Geurin, cousin of the bride, was fingbearer. They wore
black tuxedoes with black ties and cummerbunds. The ringbearer carried a white satin heart shaped pillow accented with iridescent lace.
Ushers were Robert Geurin, cousin of the bride, and Craig Tabers,
cousin of the groom.
April Lane and 'Shawnery Jones, cousins of the bride, presided at
the guest register and presented programs and thank-you ribbons.
The reception followed in the downstairs of the club house with
Vicky Geurin, aunt of the bride, in charge. Servers were Amanda Tipton, Stephanie Kelly, Tana Daniels and Trina Dick.
Ann Brooks directed the wedding and the reception.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Freeport, Bahamas. They are
now residing in Almo.

SPECIAL EVENT PLANNED — Members of Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club and Murray Business
and Professional Women met to plan
their luncheon on Saturday, Nov. 13,
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Gerry Montgomery, major of Paducah, will be the featured speaker
addressing "Pride 2000," an Innovative project designed to Involve
groups and Individual citizens In
Community improvement. Pictured,
from left, seated, Hazel Tarry, Faye
Rogers, Jeanne Fleming, standing,
Louise Baker and Gerry Reed. The
public Is invited to attend this informative meeting. For Information call
Fleming at 753-0224.

#1 Celotex
Fiberglass
20 yr. Strip Shingles

Off

$c99
gip

each unit with this ad

Sizes
Up to 6'
Up to 8'

The evening pageant at 6:30
p.m. will be for girls from 13 and
up and there will be a separate
Ms. Division. Registration will be
from 5 to 6 p.m.
Crowns, trophies, banners and
gift certificates will be presented.
The winner of the Ms. Holiday's pageant will win a trip to
the Bahamas.
Admission will be $2 for
adults and $1 for children. Contestant and one adult will be
admitted free.
For further information call
753-0137 or 435-4382 after 5
p.m. or leave a message.

Reg. Price
$18.99
$20.99

bundise
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white
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Panel faults NAFTA studies of both sides
WASHINGTON (AP) — Proponents and opponents of a proposed free trade agreement with
Mexico are misusing economic
studies to support their claims,
the chairman of the Joint Economic Committee said Monday.
Rep. David Obey, D-Wis.,
released a review of 16 of the
major economic studies of the
proposed agreement that found
most of them "either flawed in
design, limited in scope or unable
to accurately predict the future
xonomic consequences."
The administration has claimed
passage of the North American
Free Trade Agreement would
result in 200,000 more jobs than
it would lose over the first two
years the agreement was in
effect.
Opponents of NAFTA, including major labor unions, have contended that the pact will cost

thousands of American jobs. Ross
Perot, on of NAFTA's most vocal
critics, has put the number of
jobs at risk at 5.9 million.
"A lot of false claims have
been made about the NAFTA
based on these studies," said
Obey, who opposes NAFTA.
He singled out a claim by the
White House last week that 19
out of 20 comprehensive studies
show positive economic results.
"The aisth in that conclusion
is seriously flawed, including
double counting some studies and
excluding others," Obey told
reporters.
Laura Tyson, chairman of the
president's Council of Economic
Advisers, took issue with the
committee staff's criticism that
the studies the White House is
relying on failed to take into
account such things as U.S.
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CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — An
Atlanta woman with a history of
amnesia and other mental problems has been missing for three
years. Family members, including
her mother who lives in Kentucky, are looking to New Hampshire
for answers.
Elisabeth Casale Midgette, a
paralegal, disappeared on Dec.
26, 1990, after delivering papers
to an Atlanta courthouse. She
reportedly lived in New Hampshire in 1991, but no one seems
to know where she went from
there.
Her cousin, William Wilson,
visited New Hampshire last
week. He handed out fliers with
Midgette's photo around Concord
and Woodstock, Vt., an area she
frequented while a student at
in
University
Tufts
Massachusetts.
"Right now I think we'd be
satisfied to learn if she was alive,
dead or in an institution somewhere," he said. "We strongly
doubt that she doesn't want to be
found. Her mother's up in age
and is worrying all the time.
She's an only child and her
mother misses her very much."
Midgette, 42, has had amnesia
and disappeared before, but her
absences normally lasted only
days.
"I have no idea where she is,"
said her mother, Elisabeth Casale,
85, a retired college professor
who lives at Water Valley in
Graves County, Ky. "She is a
good moral person and if she is
in her right mind she probably
would be alright. I don't think
she's staying away on purpose."
Midgette graduated from Tufts
in 1973. She married Gordon
Midgette of Decatur, Ga., in
1988, and, though the marriage
was strained at times, Casale
doubts her daughter was fleeing
her husband.
Gordon Midgette reported his
wife missing right after she disappeared, but it was a year before
he received any news about
where she might have gone.
"An empty purse was found in
Atlanta right after she was missing, but we didn't know if she
was alive or dead until September
1991," Casale said. "Then we
heard from the Atlanta police that
they had heard from New Hampshire that she had been living
there under her right name from
January to September."
Casale was told her daughter
had stolen a pickup truck somewhere in New Hampshire and
abandoned it in Maryland. The
owner, who apparently knew
Midgette, declined to press
charges because he was con-

EARN
5.75%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Mao Available As LILA.

753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

•

cerned about a possible mental
problem with Midgette, Casale
said.
The disclosure prompted
Atlanta police to close her missing persons file, but it left her
family more desperate for
answers.
When Wilson was in New
Hampshire, he visited the attorney general's office and enlisted
the aid of the Salvation Army,
which agreed to help distribute
fliers.
But he went home with no new
information, and again the family
waits for news.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
'Clean. Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

investment moving to Mexico.
"All economic models rest on
simplifying assumptions and the
models that have been used by
numerous researchers to predict
NAFTA's effects on the U.S.
economy arc no exception," she
said.
"What is exceptional is the
fact that the overwhelming
majority of serious studies, using
different modelling techniques
and different assumptions, conclude that NAFTA will be a net
positive for the United States,"
Tyson said in a statement.
The panel did not construct its
own economic model to predict
NAFTA's effects. But based on
the results of the 16 reports it
reviewed, the committee concluded that NAFTA was likely to
result in a small net change in
jobs over five years ranging from
200,000 net jobs gained to
200,000 net jobs lost.
That would be in an economy
that has been creating 152.0(X)
new jobs each month so far this
year.
"But even if the United States
turned out to be a marginal winner in net jobs, that does not
mean that NAFTA could not have
substantial negative impacts for a
large number of Americans," the
committee's staff study said.
It said that the number of
Americans losing their jobs could
total 500,0(X) or more over a fiveyear period.

Obey, who is an opponent of
the agreement, said he considered
the Clinton administration's proposed worker retraining assistance
program of $90 million over 18
months to be inadequate to
address the number of people
who could lose their jobs.
Among the flaws the panel
found in the studies were that
many of them began with economic assumptions that limited
the conclusions they could reach.
The report said that 10eof the 16
studies assumed thiat no investment would be diverted from the
United States to Mexico as a
result of the agreement.
Obey said that assumption was
highly questionable given the fact
that a major portion of NAFTA is
aimed at improving the foreign
investment climate in Mexico.
In addition to 500,000 job losses, the study concluded that
NAFTA would also put downward pressure on U.S. wages
over the next five to 10 years,
especially for non-professional
workers.
It cited as a "credible estimate" the possibility that average compensation for a manufacturing worker could be reduced
by 5348 annually as a result of
the agreement.
Such downward pressure could
wipe out 14 percent of the small
gains manufacturing workers
have managed to amass since
1973, the committee estimated.
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'Price Includes:,
.3 Ton Central AC r
'Vinyl Siding
'Shingle Roof
'Ceiling Fan
'Garden Tub
'Upgrade Carpet
'Storm Windows
'Upgrade Insulation
.Delivery'Sel-Up

I HI

'32,500

See Our Selection
.14' Single Wides -16' Single WIdaS

i
KEITH BAKER hr
HOMES, INC. ar
Open 7 Days a Week; M-F 8-7; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5
(901) 644-0012 Hwy. 79E., Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568
COMPARE: PRICE - SELECTION- SERVICE

BESTWAY FURNITURE
IS CLOSED All DAY THURSDAY SALE STARTS 9:00 FRIDAY

THANKS MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND
ALL OF WESTERN KENTUCKY...
For a very successful second year. Only 2 years ago we opened
as BESTWAY FURNITURE with the promise of offering to you
high quality furniture at the lowest prices of any store in this area
You responded, you shopped, you compared and thousands of
people found that our statements were true. We thank you for
your patronage by offering again our most successful sale

Go-Cartse
Layaway Now
For Christmas!

Murray Home 8 Auto
Chestnut St.

2452
FLEETWOOD

2nd Anniversary Sale

111Rileg
PRODUCTS INC

East Main St.
753-4461

"DOUBLIEWIDE DAYS"
AT KEITH BAKER HOMES

TutiVagne.

753-2571
753-4110

3 YEARS

FREE
FINANCING

It Is very simple. Make your purchase, then divide by 36
This is your payment.
MINIMUM PURCHASE S499.95NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED

Now the students
at South Laurel High
School are hungry
for more than just
a hot lunch.

Yes It's True - 3 Years Free Financing
Purchase $1,000
Purchase $500
And Pay Only

And Pay Only

$13.89 per month
Purchase $2,000

$27.78 per month
Purchase $3,500

And Pay Only

And Pay Only

$55.56 per month

$97.22 per month

Entire Stock at These Incredible Terms
Queen Anne Chairs
'
-Living Room Suites
-Swivel Rockers
-Bedroom Suites
-Cedar Chests
'
Dinettes
-Boxsprings & Mattress
'Dining Rooms
-Recliners
•Desks
Coffee & End Tables
'
-Curio Cabinets
-All Lamps & Accessories
-Lamps
Choose From These Famous Name Brands
-Frankline
•Benchcratt
-Ashley
-Stratolounger
•Sidex
-American Drew
Ashley
'
-Armstrong
-Keller
-England
Universal
'
'Athens
Action
'
•Lee
'
Vaughn/Bassett
•Serta
-Florida
Lehigh
'
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Seven MSU students
attend conference

1989 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Leather, all power, locally owned.

$111900
Purdom Motors, Inc.
Ofirismohife • Piptitioe • Buieh • Cadillac
Salespeople: Jim Suiter, Bob Harrington, .John Purdom,
Iripp Purdom, Janice Ashridge
1300 Hwy. 121 Illy-Pass
753-5315

Murray Middle School won the 1993 Garden Springs Chess Tournament In
Lexington, KY last weekend. Pictured from left to right we,front row: Sean
Clemson, Darren Keel. Back row: David Crouch,Joe McKeel, Matt Stockton,
Nathan Hughes.

Murray Middle chess team
wins Lexington tourney
Murray Middle School's chess
team took first place in the 1993
Garden Springs Fall Scholastic in
Lexington last weekend. David
Crouch, Mark Stockton, Joe
McKeel and Nathan Hughes finished with 15 1/2 points for the day
and brought home the First Place
team trophy in the Junior High
Division. Over three hundred scholastic chess players participated in
the Saturday event.

ALL
'93
HONDA
ACCORDS
PRICED
AT
INVOICE
THRU
OCTOBER
31st
AT

In individual competition, Mark
Stockton tied for First Place with a
perfect 5-0 score, while team mate
Nathan Hughes took Fourth Place
with a 4-1 score. Murray Middle
fourth graders Darren Keel and
Sean Clemson played in the elementary section, with Keel taking the
2nd place trophy in the under 900
ratings division and Clemons going
4-1 for the day.
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at frude.
7
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Dr. Randall Black from the music department at Murray State University
presented a Voice Master Class for the Murray High School Chorus recently.

3201 Park Ave. (US 60)
Paducah, KY
444-6632

Read the classifieds

Seven students (men Murray
State University's Honors Program
will attend the National Collegiate
Honors Conference in St. Louis
Wednesday through Sunday.
Attending the conference are:
-Danielle Dock,a junior organizational communications major
from Madisonville;
-Josh Duvall, a senior pre-veterinary major from Manchester,
Tenn.;
-Kelly Freeman, a senior English major from Hickman;
-Heather Keith, a sophomore
occupational safety major from
Benton, 111.;
-Kelly Menser,a junior journalism major from Madisonville;
-Jody Rose, a senior computer
science major from Benton; and
-Stacy Russelburg, a senior radio/television major from Clay.
During the conference, the MSU
students will deliver a group presentation,"Women: They're Greek To
Mel!" Students will present a series
of excerpts from classical Greek

drama-from the epics of Homer
to the day of Arisapplumes' cornedies - which explore the evolution of female characters in their
relationships with male characters.
-The conference is to bring
together all of the Honors Programs
across the nation and exchange
ideas," said Lori Adams, administrative secretary of the Murray
State Honors Program. "I hope they
will bring back new ideas about
community service and responsibility."
Students will observe other presentations throughout the conference sessions.
The Honors Program is designed
to provide future leaders with exceptional thinking and communication skills,knowledge and a sense of
cultural and social responsibility.
Students with evidence of high
achievement may qualify for the
Honors Program.
Mark Malinauskas, director of
the Honors Program, will accompany the students.

U.S. takes hard line on
Cuba in policy statement
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Clinton administration, in its first
major policy statement on Cuba,
ruled out the possibility of
improved relations with the
island under current
circumstances.
"Our relations will not
improve and the embargo will not
be lifted until such time as there
are democratic reforms and
respect for human rights in
Cuba," Assistant Secretary of
State Alexander Watson said
Tuesday.
Watson, who heads the State
Department's Latin America
bureau, spoke to a luncheon
gathering of the Cuban-American
National Foundation, a conservative Miami-based group.
Watson expressed strong support for legislation approved last
year that permits Americans to
make humanitarian contributions
to non-governmental organizations in Cuba.
He noted that the administration has licensed many large
shipments of private aid to the

Cuban people since that time.
"I believe that this aid will
help build trust and confidence
between the United States and the
people - I repeat, the people of Cuba," he said. "Such trust
can help speed the end of the
nightmare to which they have
been subjected for so long."
Watson also said that the
United States remains commiued
to obtaining adequate compensation for properties seized by the
Cuban government shortly after
the revolution.
According to official estimates,
Cuba owes American propertyowners $1.8 billion because of
these confiscations.
He said there has been a misconception in the press and elsewhere that the Clinton administration intends to soften its
policy towards Cuba.
"This is false," he said. "We
can neither ignore nor negotiate
away the human and political
rights of the Cuban people. There
will be no upgrade in relations
until those rights are respected."
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Remember... Don't Drink and Drive!!
In The Party Block(smirnoti so
)
Absolut Vodka
L $25.71

Sutter Home
White Zinfandel
15 L

- Kegs In Stock -

$7.53

Absolut Vodka
L $18.65
Absolut Vodka
19. mi

$15.28

Calvert Gin

Dewars Scotch
L

$33.95

JAB Scotch
in L $33.95

173 L $9.85
Burnetts Vodka
1 ,5 L

$10.99

Cutty Sark
in L $30.81

•
Johnny Walker
Red
72, el $19.38,
L
'Canadian MisIN
'Chivas Regal

$32.93.

$13.99,
Seagram's 7
L

$15.99

Smirnon
80 Proof
mi

Famous
Grouse Scotch
,

Sandeman
Porto Reserve

$6.99

Sonlmoff
100 Proof

$30.58

$14.80
Galore/ Porto

$15.86J

711 el
$8.96
'
Cockburn1
Porto AMMO
Pink Scotch
711 $14.02
1.7I IL

Corona
Extra
6 pix.

$6A7
Becks
Regular
6 ph.

$6.47
Killian Red
6 Pk.

$4.99
Heineken
6 Pk

$6.99
Rolling
Rock

Crab
Legs

$9.65 Lb

WEST W000 WAREHOUSE
PARTY BLOCK
901-642-7366
PrIcee Good Thru
November 2nd

$21.89
Andre
Champagne

Cotes Durhone

$8.82

riodnIs

v.mow
$8.82

Jack Daniels
Green

Au Bon Climat
Chardennay

175

$23.21

im $16.75

12" Sub

Wild Tutting
101

George Duboeut
Moulin-A-Vent

$4.99
Oysters by
the Box

$30.00

Pepe Lopez
Margarita Mix
in

$10.99

Old Charter
8 yr. old

Crab Legs

in L $20.97

$9.98 Lb.

Northern Light

$13.28

Oysters

WEST WOOD
WINES &
LIQUORS

Chateau Prey
SO Bordeaux
711 ml

$9.70

Chateau
Meyney '86

$16.51

7!)

Laforet Pin Nol
nL

$4.57

$8.81

$25.96

in

Very Old Barton
80 Proof
175 L

$14.99

Ezra Brooks
is

901-642-7714
DECOLIIT IT TIE CASE!

$15.86

Stoll Vodka

$7.99

yos

$52.33

Bonny Doon
Chardonnay 10

$2.99 L7se
Large
Shrimp

12 Pk

$7.99

L $16.55)

Opan a a.m.-11 p.m.
Mon.-eat

L $16.95

7S• nil 7.99
E8J Gallo
Chardonnay
,

$7.72

E8,1 Gallo
Cabernet
Sauvignon
t7
i .01 .1 if.

West Wood Street
Hwy. 54 & 69
Parts, TN
Visa • Mastercard • Discover
American Express
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One Way To Stay
Busy In Retirement
Spend your days
cleaning the house that
just keeps getting
bigger each year.
Vacuum. Clean
bathrooms. Mop.
You stay busy.
Unfortunately, you don't
have much time for
those things you really
enjoy.
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Trade your toilet bowl
brush for a host of
amenities, including an
arts center, Sunday
afternoon tea in an elegant
fireplace lounge, a fitness
center, and fine dining in
the atrium dining room.
The Fairways, to be
located on Holt Road
facing the Country Club of
Paducah, provides elegant
residences and community
areas, impeccably
maintained by our staff,
leaving you free to stay
busy your way.

Stay busy another way.
Discover The
Fairways. See how we
free you from the
endless drudgery of
housecleaning and from
being tied to the
kitchen. Here there's
time to live life your
way. Whether it's more
time for outdoor walks,
relaxing in the swim
spa, or curling up with a
good book in our library,
the choices are yours.

Office: 1900 Broadway
Paducah, KY 42001
(502) 442-3999

THE FAIRWAYS
A PREMIER ACTIVE ADULT COMMUNITY
Send me information about The Fairways,
Including 25% pre-construction savings.

Mail To:
The Fairway.
1900 Broadway
Paducah, KY 42001
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Child abuse victim aided by computer modeling
Kauina's father couldn't understand why his daughter was having
so much trouble feeding from her
bottle. Not a patient man,he became
angry, very angry. In a sudden rage,
he began hitting six-month-old Katrina—with his fist or with a blunt
object—in the side of the head.
When she quit breathing, the man
went next door and told neighbors
what he had done. They called the
emergency medical number. Within
minutes, a medical team arrived.
They managed to resusitate the
baby, twice, on the way to the
emergency room at UK.
Neurosurgeon John Walsh remembers that day well. He was on
duty when Katrina (not her real
name) was brought in.
"When I first saw her," says
Walsh,"she was in a coma and one
pupil was dilated. She was near
death. Our goal was simply to save
her life."
Walsh made an incision in Katrina's scalp and opened the skull in
order to take out a large blood clot.
After he had accomplished this, he
tried to put the bone back, but the
brain was swelling so badly he
couldn't. Katrina was left with a
five inch by five inch area of her
skull open, covered only by thin
scalp.
"This surgery was in October of
1991," recalls Katrina's current foster mother (we'll call her Jean).
"Katrina came home,to us,from the
hospital just before the Christmas
holidays and though she was out of
immediate danger she had lots of
problems. She slept a lot, she was
listless, she didn't have many motor
skills," says Jean. "Her highpitched screaming and wailing
would go on for hours. And she was

having grand mal seizures—so
many that she'd be just recovering
from one when the next one hii"
Because the condition of her skull,
Katrina had to wear a custom-fiued,
hard plastic helmet at all times.
When Walsh referred Katrina's
foster mother to University of Kentucky plastic surgeon Henry Vasconcz. She met several times with
him in the winter and spring of 1992
and Katrina, then past her first
birthday, was scheduled for reconstructive surgery in July.
In preparing to operate on Katrina, Vasconcz decided to tap into
some recent technological capabilities at UK—he asked bioengineer
Charles Knapp and his team to build
him a three-dimensional model of
the child's head. Knapp,director of
the Center for Biomedical Engineering, was confident such a model
could be constructed through the
computerized
stereolithography
work being done at UK's robotics
and manufacturing center. Stereolithography is a system that engineers can use to draft an accurate 3D image on a computer screen.
Vasconez gave Knapp some CAT
scans of Katrina's head,and Knapp's
group was off and running. Using
stereolithography, they created a 3D image. They sent this electronically to the robotics center where it
was used to guide a laser system.
The next step-the "growing" of the

skull—might seem a little like science fiction.
"Picture a tank," Knapp says,
"similar to a fish tank full of liquid
plastic. The unique thing about the
plastic is that it's ultra-violet sensitive—wherever this laser hits it, it
sets up. it hardens." After hundreds
of layers have been created, the
result is a highly accurate model in
hard plastic.
Then it was time to make surgical
use of the technology. Vasconez
and his surgical use of the technology. Vasconez and his surgical
team were given the plastic model
of Katrina's skull to take with them
into the operating room. "Having
the model in hand was extremely
useful," Vasconez says. "I could
hold it in my hand and turn it before
doing the needed surgery. This
gave us a much more accurate view
than a simple X-ray. We could see
curvature, we could sec the extent of
the damage, we could see exactly
which areas were indented."
Though modesty might prevent
Vasconei from using the word
"miraculous" to describe Katrina's
change in behavior and mood since
this surgery, Jean isn't so reluctant.
"Yes, miraculous is the word," Jean
says.
"Thirty-six hours after
surgery,it became obvious to everybody that Katrina was twice as alert,
a noticeably different child,"

Now,nine months after the operation, Katrina is continuing to recover from the child abuse that
nearly ended her life. "She's much
more curious, she jumps up and
down and squeals in her crib, and
the irritability is gone," Jean says.
Though Katrina still has occasional
seizures, they're milder and better
controlled. "She's just now beginning to talk; the speech part of her
brain was badly damaged."
Despite the fact that Katrina is
behind developmentally, Vasconez
agrees that her progress over the last
few months is "really remarkable.
When I saw her here yesterday, she
was walking,she was picking things
off my desk—she was responding
much more actively." Vasconez
will continue to monitor Katrina's
progress.
Meanwhile, Katrina lives with
Jean on a "permanent placement
basis" until some legal problems
regarding Katrina's status are resolved. Though her father is in prison,
convicted ofchild abuse in this case,
and her mother has voluntarily
terminated her rights to Katrina, the
legal system, Jean observes, "takes
its time."
Jean says that Katrina will have a
home with her until she is adopted.
And for now, Katrina will have
plenty of playmates and lots of
activity to keep her newly triggered
curiosity engaged, since Jean
is—and she says this with an almost
audible gasp—the mother of 14.
"Yes, that's right-14," she says.
"Two are my biological children,
four are adopted, and the others are
foster kids.
"It's just a normal household—a
very large normal household—with
lots of activity and excitement.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

,
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FREE 1/2 Carat* Genuine Sapphire just for stopping in and t akine

Our Diamonds are "CLEAR"
not "CLOUDY" and we
prove it with GEMSCAN.
Clear Diamonds, Great
"LIFETIME" Warranties,
Friendly Sales Associates
and Instant Credit
equal "REAL VALUE"!

Battle Somali-style is all in the family
EDITOR'S NOTE — On the
dangerous streets of Mogadishu,
hundreds of Somali civilians have
been caught in the gunfire
between clan guerrillas and soldiers with the U.N. peacekeeping
force. Women and children are
used as shields as Somali gunmen
seek to melt into crowded marketplaces. Far less attention has
been paid, however, to the "family" nature of clan-on-clan warfare, with toddlers and grandmothers all roaming the battle
lines and joining in the frenzied
firing.
By lateHELLE FAUL
Associated Press Writer
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP)
— Women shrieked with joy and
jigged a victory dance and children clapped in delight as the teenager's bullet found its mark Monday. A man fell 100 yards up the
road.
"Come here, come here! We
want to see you!" one woman
taunted, pulling a pink veil from
her head and flicking it with a
bullfighter's flourish toward
incoming gunfire.
Going into battle Somali-style
involves the entire family. Monday's fight was between two of
the extended "families" in the

Hawiye clan: Gen. Mohamed Farrah Aidid's Habre-Gedir and
archrival Ali hlahdi Mohamed's
Agbal.
Behind Mogadishu's bombedout library, dozens of veiled girls
and women, toothless old women
and agile white-haired men followed teen-age fighters toward
the dividing Green Line that Ali
Mahdi's people were trying to
cross into Aidid's territory.
Crackles and booms electrified
the air as the two sides
exchanged dozens of rounds from
Soviet-made AK-47 assault rifles,
American M-16s and SAR-80s,
and the rocket-propelled grenades
that are a favored weapon here.
The group, perhaps 60 members in all, paused for a moment
then continued toward the shooting, one man holding the hand of
a boy who looked no older than
3.
"We are not fighting them. We
don't want to create trouble. We
are only acting in self-defense,"
said a clan elder, Abdullyadir
Sheikh Ali, as he scrambled over
the rubble from an earlier battle.
The group advanced, clinging to
the sides of a wall.
The pink-shrouded woman
took cover behind a large tree
trunk, peered out to select a
target, then yelled directions to
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the teen-age son crouched at her (U.N. Operations in Somalia)
feet, his eye glued to the sights of troops have been faced with for
an M-16.
sometime," said Capt. Tim
Girls moved from tree to tree, McDevitt of New Zealand, a
offering the gunmen water from U.N. spokesman.
plastic jugs.
Women have also been used to
They urged one young man to smuggle arms, which they hide
fire a rocket-propelled grenade. under their voluminous robes.
Self-importantly, he cleared the The U.N. force includes thouspace behind him, then let fly sands of Muslim soldiers, who
with a deafening whoosh.
refuse to search females.
The girls grabbed each other
In Monday's fight, six girls sitand danced in a circle. Other ting under a tree a couple
children clapped.
hundred yards from the shooting
Kids then started a new game, broke into song: "Aidid don't
egging each other on to sprint
across the street in defiance of tire. Your people are behind you.
You will be king."
the snipers.
They flirted with 16-year-old
laughter
They squealed with
while women chattered excitedly Omar Mohamed Jimale as he
and men shouted orders, making took a break, his VMS drooped
almost enough noise to drown out casually over the rifle stretched
across his shoulders.
the gunshots.
"We're going to teach them a
a
helicopters,
Army
U.S.
Two
lesson this time," he
real
Black Hawk and a Cobra, droned
boasted.
fighting
overhead, surveying the
An older man looked at a jourbut following U.N. orders that
and shrugged.
nalist
forbid them to intervene in clan
are not serious. This is
"They
in
are
troops
unless
clashes
playing with their
boys
just
danger.
said, recalling tank
he
guns,"
and
women
of
The presence
three-year civil war
the
in
battles
children in the raucous street batMogadishu's cendevastated
that
tles presents problems for the
U.N. peacekeeping force. Some ter, including the National Theathe
have been used as shields on the ter and, across the way,
front lines. "Certainly that's a National Museum of Somalia
consideration that the UNOSOM with its graceful arches.

18" Solid Gold
Wide Herringbone

$99
7 Big Clear
Diamonds
1/4 carat* $99
Mont Blanc $
allpoint Pen

9

One Carat*
Clear Not Cloud}
Diamonds

SERIES

ATURDAt
SEMINARS

int

N

3
1

ADVANCES IN CANCER TREATMENT

Popular 3 Row
1 Carat* Anniversary
or Wedding Band
$4

Marquise
Classic
Mens Famous
Fashion Cluster
Kentucky Cluster
I Carat*
1 Carat*

$499

$499

presented by

Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi, Medical Oncologist

of

Saturday, November 6
8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
reregistration is required. Call (502)762-1384
by noon Thursday, Nov. 4. All Saturday Seminars
are free and open to the public. Contact hours are
awarded to healthcare professionals who attend.

1

NaliSRaD
OF SAVINGS
We're overstocked! So come in
right now to get unbelievable
savings on a great assortment of
beautiful Mannington Silver
Series floors.

Imp am 4mo•

UPCOMING 1993-94 SATURDAY SEMINARS

Ye

Dec. 11 - Infertility & Contraception
Dr. Stephen IC Hall, OEVGYN
Feb. 19 - Seizures and Their Treatment
Dr. Jon Gustafson, Neurologist
Mar.5 - Menopause
Dr. Stephen IL Hall, OB/GYN
Apr. 30- Let's Talk About Your Medications
Mike Pipkin, Pharmacist

ray

15t001

MURRAY-CAlLOWNY(XXINTY 1-13SITTAL
803 Poplar Street• Murray, Kentucky 42071 •(502)762 1100

MAMINGION.
Olovering
`Paschall *or
Sale Starts Monday, October 25 & Ends
Saturday at Noon, October 30
Hwy. 641 • 8 Miles South of Murray
(901) 498-8964
manow.gton Inc 1990

JEWELERS

•

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray • 753-7695
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WKU to host state band
championships Oct. 30
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For your convepance
Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting
Visa and Master Card

New Bridge Club of Murray
Membership Drive
WANTED: Bridge players for duplicate play,
contract bridge for fun and antertalnmant
(Partnar wanted).

A WOW retirement reception was held recently to honor groceryman
Bill Forres of Hazel. Shown In the photo from the reception are Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 Treasurer Carol West, honoree Bill Form,
and Randall Patterson (officer of Lodge 138). Woodmen of the World
Lodge 138 and several other organizations joined together to have a
retirement reception for Mr. Fortes.

For Information, Call C.W. at 435-4137

Read the classifieds

At Woodcrafter Galleries
Introducing the New Sealy
Posturepedic
Sleep System

INTRODUCTORY
PRICING!

Simmons Best Value
Maxipedic
Anniversary Firm

Twin Ea. Pc
Full Ea. Pc.
Queen Set
KinQ Set

$99
$139
$399
$599

Starting as Low as
$7900

Western 1Centucky University
will be host Saturday ((kt. 30)for
the 1993 Kentucky Stale High
School Marching Band Championships.
The event, sponsored by the
Kentucky Music Educators Association, will feature 93 high school
bands in four classes and will
culminate with the naming of the
Governor's Cup winner in each
class.
Calloway County and Murray
high schools will both participate.
More than 6,000 participants are
expected to perform in preliminary
competition at Warren East High
School. Barren County High
School, Franklin-Simpson High
School and Bowling Green High
School.
Class A (bands with 40 or fewer
members) preliminary competition
begins at9 a.m.at Warren East High
School. Class AA bands(41 to 60
members)enter competition at 8:18
am.at Bowling Green High School;
class AAA bands (61 to 80 members) open competition at 9:28 a.m.
at Franklin-Simpson High School
and class AAAA bands (more than
81 members) begin at 10 a.m. at
Barren County High School. The
top four bands in each class will

=MN

advance to the finals at 6 p.m. in
Western's 19,250-seat L.T. Smith
Stadium.
*We we pleased to host this
exciting event at Western Kentucky
University,' said WKU President
Thomas C. Meredith. This event
attracts thousands of visitors from
all parts of Kentucky to Bowling
Green and Western. We welcome
the participants and their families to
ow campus."
More than two dozen nationally
prominent judges will evaluate the
bands and will award the Governor's Cup to the state's top high
school marching band in each class.
This event represents an outstanding opportunity for Bowling
Green and Western to play host to
some of the brightest and best high
school musicians in the state," said
Joe Stites, championships contest
manager and director of the WKU
Marching Band. "The reputation
for hosting quality events in ths
community is well documented and
we anticipate an exciting and highly
competitive day of entertainment."
Bands must have received two
superior ratings in sanctioned contests this fall to qualify for the state
championships.

Choral festival set for Nov. 1
Murray State University's College of Fine Arts and Communication and the department of music
will host the 47th annual Quad State
Choral Festival on Monday,Nov. 1.
Over 375 high school singers
from 34 high schools in five states
will gather for a day-long festival of
music study and performance.
The festival will be held in the
Curris Center ballrooms and will
conclude with a 6:30 p.m. concert.
The choir will be performing
works by Pitoni, Morely, Dello
Joio, Copland, Mulholland and two

spirituaLs. Dr. Bradley Ahnquist,
director of choral activities at Murray State, said the "festival fits
Kentucky Educational Reform Act
outcomes of music performance,
analysis,aesthetics and cultural heritage and diversity."
Rehearsals during the day, as
well as the 6:30 p.m. performance,
are open to the public.
The choir will be accompanied by
Pat Bombs, systems manager and
programmer for the Mid-American
Remote Sensing Center at Murray
State.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The Long-Term View

Sealy
Health Flex
$79
Twin Ea. Pc.
$109
Full Ea. Pc
Queen 2-Pc. Set $249
King 3-Pc. Set .... $349

EXCLUSIVE
Posture Tech Coll
with patented
Sensory Arm"
autornaticalry
reads for correct
support
INNOVATIVE
E-dgeGuard" lets
you comfortably
sleep closer to the
edge of the bed.
EXCLUSIVE
SteelSpan*Foundation has a
backbone of solid steel
beams for extra stablaty and

Simmons Beautyrest
Anniversary
Choice of Firmness

Twin Ea. Pc.
Full Ea. Pc.
Queen Set
King Set

Sealy
Perfect Rest
$99
Twin Ea. Pc

Sealy Posturepedic
Memories

$129
Full Ea. Pc.
Queen 2-Pc. Set $299
King 3-Pc. Set .... $399

$179
Twin Ea. Pc.
$249
Full Ea. Pc.
Queen 2-Pc. Set $599
King 3-Pc. Set .... $799

Plush Firm

Tomorrow: Haste makes waste.
elimination play that will assure a
South dealer.
favorable outcome regardless of
North-South vulnerable.
where the club honors are actually
NORTH
located.
•6 2
Accordingly, he wins the open•A J 7 4
ing spade lead with the ace, plays a
• A93
heart to the ace, ruffs a heart, enters
410962
dummy with a trump, ruffs another
EAST
WEST
* K 10854 heart,leads a second trump to dummy
•Q J97
and then ruffs the jack of hearts.
11K1093
Q852
When South next exits with the
•74
66
three of spades from his hand, the
•53
•KQ74
defenders are helpless. If West wins
SOUTH
the trick, he can do no better than
*A3
return a club,automatically limiting
w6
South's losers to one spade and one
• K Q J10852
club.
•A J8
The same result is achieved if
The bidding:
East wins the spade lead. Declarer
North East
South West
simply follows low to the club return
Pass
1•
Pass
1•
and West has the choice, after winPass
4•
Pass
3•
ning the club, of returning either a
5•
club or a spade. In the latter case,
Opening lead — queen of spades.
South ruffs the spade in dummy and
From the time dummy appears discards the jack of clubs from his
in today's deal, declarer should be hand.
By adopting this method of play,
concerned that West may have both
missing club honors and that the South can guarantee a favorable outcontract will go down if he (South) come as soon as the missing trumps
divide 2-1. But to enjoy this feeling of
relies on two club finesses.
Once declarer starts thinking security, declarer must initiate the
this way, he should begin to look for elimination plan early in the play.
a means of overcoming this possibil- He should not jeopardize the conity. South should then conclude that tract by relying solely on a favorable
his best chance is to try to arrange an lie of the missing club honors.

Simmons Beautyrest
Deluxe

Sealy Ortho Rest
Luxury
$109
Twin Ea. Pc.

Choice of Firmness

wire..TEARRI
Gnoccay

$149
Full Ea. Pc.
Queen 2-Pc. Set $369
King 3-Pc. Set .... $499

Hazel, KY (Hwy. 641) 492-8507
Open: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Pk.
Chicken Breast
Pork Chops
Family

Sealy Posture
Exquisite
$149
Twin Ea. Pc.
$199
Full Ea. Pc.
Queen 2-Pc. Set $449
King 3-Pc. Set .... $649

• Bedframe
• Delivery and Set-up
• Disposal of old bedding
• 90 Days same as cash
able ncivi-vilth the purchase
Al! a
of a new Sealy Posturepedic Sleep
System or a Simmons Beautyrest.

Sealy Posturepedic
Carnivalle
Choice of firmness

Twin Ea. Pc.
$229
Full Ea. Pc.
$299
Queen 2-Pc. Set $649
King 3-Pc. Set .... $849

Jb 97°
lb $1.47

Center Cut

Pork Chops
Zesta Crackers

.1b $1.97
lb

99°

Brawny

Paper Towels
Lettuce ..............
Bananas

791
......._head 591
lb 291

Register for FREE 50,000 Quality Stamps
To Be Given Away Sat. Nov. 6
I: • &or.'
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•

We Accept W.I.C.
Wo Accept Food Stamps
We Give Quality Stamps
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Ruble (R.L.) Shankle, 83, Mayfield. died Monday at 2:02
a.m. at Muhlenburg County Hospital, Greenville.
His wife, Mrs. Ruby Jones Shankle, preceded him in death.
He was a retired salesman for National Life and Actident
Insurance Company.
Born Oct_ 13, 1910, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late William J. Shankle and Ida Shankle.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Charlotte K. Williamson,
Humble, Texas; two sons, Danny Shankle, Spring. Texas, and
Nicky Lze Shankle, Channelview, Texas; one sister, mrs. Ethel
Campenelli, Aurora, Ill.; five grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 11 a.m. at Goshen
Cemetery in Calloway County. The Rev. Kenneth Cox will
officiate.
Friends may call at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 5
p.m. today (Wednesday).
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Mrs. Mila Snow Taylor
Mrs. Mita Snow Taylor, Rt. 5, Kentucky Lake Subdivision,
Benton, died Tuesday at 1:57 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired seamstress, she was a member of First Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
Her husband, L. Howe Taylor, preceded her in death. Born
in Graves County, she was the daughter of the late Robert E.
Snow and Margaret Eugenia Gregory Snow.
Survivors are several nieces and nephews including Mrs.
Joanne Cavitt, Mrs. Jeanette Cavitt, and Robert Overby, all of
Murray.
Services will be Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at Mausoleum of
Highland Park Cemtery, Mayfield. The Rev. Charles Dinkins
will officiate.
Friends may call after 11 a.m. Thursday at Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield.
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Mrs. Mary (Vytrude) Coker
Final rites for Mrs. Mary (Vytrude) Coker were Tuesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev.
Jamie Broome and the Rev. Harold Council officiated. Burial
was in Mt. Kenton Cemetery.
Mrs. Coker, 80, Jackson Street, Paducah, died Sunday at 5:15
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital there.
Survivors include one granddaughter, Mrs. Karen Gail Brenz,
San Antonio, Texas; one grandson, Murray Police Capt. David
W. Coker, Murray; three great-grandchildren, Kevin Lee Warren,
Jada Fleming and Billy Cokier; one nephew, James Earl
Wallace.
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Miss May Nell Armstrong
Services for Miss May Nell Armstrong will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Gene Burkecn will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Ray Broach, Roy Clark, Charlie Arnett
and Larry Haneline. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
today (Wednesday).
Miss Armstrong, 77, Rt. 1, Murray, died Sunday at 11:25
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Edith Freeman and husband, Charles, Summerfield, N.C.; one brother, Carl R. Armstrong, Paducah; one niece, Mrs. Shirley Parrish and husband.
L.B., one nephew, Clarence Dale Witty, one great-niece, Mitzi
Parrish, two great-nephews, Toy Parrish and wife, Natascha, and
Steve Parrish and wife, Lone, and one great-great-niece, Sharma
Parrish, all of Murray.
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City Council

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..-.-.- -6.43
DJIA Previous Close..-.-3672.49
Air Products...-------...4O/1 3/1
S8 unc
A T &
+ It/4
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton.-- 881/2 + 1/4
Bristol Myers Squibb ..5ris + 34
+ 1/3
Dean Foods..........-.-..253/4 + 3/4

No. 6 On The Ballot
Your Vote Will Be
Appreciated
Paid For By Candidate, 1401 Henry
* ** * * * *

Fisher Nice...-.-.-...-363/1 • 1/2
+ 11/s
Ford Motor..........
General Electric.....-.-961/4 • Vs
General Motors...

When? For how long? Who decides?
"We're not interested in persuading listeners to a particular point of
view," stated Ms. Bugg,"we wish to
inform them of several points of
view." Dr. Franklin Robinson,
professor of philosophy and religion at Murray State University, is
serving as consultant for WKMS
with the roundtable discussion.
For more information about this
or any program on 91.3 FM,
WKMS. the National Public Radio
affiliate licensed to Murray State
University, anyone may call free in
Kentucky at 1-800-599-4737.
From out of state the WKMS information line is 1-502-4359.

HOLLAND DRUGS
40% OFF
•••ti,

29
. 0/0
OR
500 ABATE
(for 48 months)

On All New 1993 & 1994
Full Size Chevy Pickups.

Fratoral-Slolo Wolof New Sr Ate Oct. 27, 14113
Kosorky Parttime Ar Hy Medial Boort locitors 3
Boylan Mader Itorlor Art. 211, to• 255 Brooro•
G114 .13 berm b.r, Noir 123 .1•411.441 Irmo Ir., 313
Sill blibor
343.341-44
LS 1.1 24a-211 1••
13 1.2 214.134 lbo.-------144_1•43.44
S4314-4334
LS 13 245-254 Ns
LS 3-4 344.774 lb._.._.._
IsL4S-43II
Some
LS 1.1 275.254 lb.
1341.1141.31.114
2.21.414.33.44
LI 1.3 304-404
333.55- 3444
1.3 1•3 401415 lb.
$36.04.34.44
1.3 1-3 123 oar up
131 1.3 MAW
____ 1211.45-34.44
Is.,, 01.911411.1111

11 Works Wonders

VAmericanHeart Association

109 South 4th St.
Downtown Murray
Bob Dunn, R.Ph. • 733-1462

•

HOG MARKET

ORT
WA

Good Through October 31, 1993 Only

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-GEO
Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 753-2617

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
-

CHIROPRACTIC

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

FOR BEITER HEALTH
DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR-

DIAGNOSING NECK PAIN
Often, a neck problem can be
recognized by the pain pattern. For
example, if your neck becomes more
painful during the course of a day, its
probably reacting to fatigue and muscular weakness. This can often be
corrected by strengthening neck
muscles and by rest.
If, however, your neck is stiff in the
morning and improves during the
day, its possible that the culprit is
some underlying problem, such as
arthritis. Improved flexibility (range
of motion) can be achieved through
chiropractic technique plus proper
exercise. Often, this will help mitigate the pain.

A neck that is worsened by cough
ing or sneezing may be a sign of disc
involvement. A fairly common disorder, "cervical spondylosis," affects
some of the neck vertebrae and the
cushiony discs that lie between them,
causing nerve irritation. Chiropractic methods to increase spinal TObility and, in some cases, cervical
collars to support the head temporarily, can treat such problems.

All Halloween Items

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more
per gallon on gas when their neighbor does not.
Paying on the tank that they will never own.

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
753-8011

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
-Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753-2962

Join Our VIP Club!
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J.C. Penney.....
Peoples First'.,....-3• 91/2B 401/2A
Quaker Oats -.-.
Schering-Plough-.-.-.-673/4 1/2
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WKMS to host health care
professionals for discussion
91.3 FM, WKMS, Murray, will
host four health care professionals,
including the presidents of the Kentucky Medical Association and
Kentucky Nurses Association, for a
roundtable discussion this week.
Their discussion, "Ethics and Reform," will be moderated by
WKMS News Director Anita Bugg,
and is supported by a grant from the
Kentucky Humanities Council. It
will air on 91.3 on Sunday, Nov. 7,
at 5 p.m.
Panelists who arc coming to
WKMS studios at Murray State
University for the discussion on
Thursday, Oct. 28, include: Dr.
Ardis Hoven, president of the Kentucky Medical Association; Dr. Kitrina Kearfou, physician in family
practice and president of the Kentucky Chapter of Physicians for a
National Health Program; Pan Hagen, president of the Kentucky
Nurses Association; and Dr. Osborne Wiggins, associate professor
of philosophy at the University of
Louisville and associate proles.sor
of family and community medicine
at the University of Louisville
Medical School.
According to News Director
Bugg, the roundtable will explore
the following questions: Is health
care a right or a privilege? Should
only those who can afford the best
medical care receive it? Should
certain expensive procedures be
denied to contain universal medical
costs, allowing more people access
to basic care? If health care is
managed, who gets what services?

pending a court appearance
Thursday.
"Apparently the motive was
that Mr. Perez was not the father
and they didn't want the baby to
come between them," Detective
Lt. Frank Guidice said. "They
didn't want him to suffer the
embarrassment."
A law enforcement source,
speaking condition of anonymity,
said both Emiliano and Perez told
police they killed the baby.
But Legal Aid lawyer Matthew
Muraskin told The New York
Times that the statements might
not have been given voluntarily.

HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. (AP) —
A woman who helped bury her
baby alive to save her husband
the shame of supporting another
man's child was found out when
she became pregnant again And
sought prenatal care, police said.
The newborn, wearing a pink
sleeper and a hospital wristband,
was found Tuesday with a pacifier in her mouth, buried behind a
Long Island rooming house.
Urbelina Emiliano, 23, and her
husband, Fortino Perez, 28,
pleaded innocent to seconddegree murder charges. They
were ordered held without bail

Be a Preferred Customer...

Goodyear--.
I B
Ingersoll Rand-K-Mart..-.-.-._...
K U Energy._._.

Thee Warmer.--

Hershel Pete Thoma, 74, Ri 7, Murray, Lynn Grove community, died Tuesday at 1:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Hope Martin Thoma; five
daughters, Mrs. Patty Wynn and husband, Bill, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Susan Van Horn and husband, Wesley, C'Ocur d'Alene,
Idaho, Mrs. Cathy Manning and husband, Keith, Murray, Mrs.
Cindy Austin and husband. Larry, San Diego, Calif.. and Mrs.
Lisa Becker and husband, Chris, Louisville; one sister, Mrs.
Isabelle Mann, McCrory, Ark.
Also surviving are 11 grandchildren and many members of a
large extended family.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

*******
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Come in the
Clothes Doctor
& ask for your
FREE VIP Club Card!
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•Hdhard Lyons is a mantel make•r this
stock
L ie/C - once unchanged
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071

Please present this card with your
incoming order to receive a 15% discount.
or. no pod in coqiunetion with

Signed

any other

eiscsuat program

Present your
VIP Club Card with all
your incoming orders and
receive 15% off your
total amount.

Lic

502-753-3366
Additional
IntormatiOn
Availablia
Upon Rogue,

40.
'
E
HILLIARD
LYONS

Clothes + Doctor)

Our Red Investment Is You.
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Hershel Pete Thoma

Ruble (R.L.) Shankle
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Newborn baby buried alive; couple
charged with second-degree murder

DEATHS

6 p.m. in
..T. Smith
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CLEANERS

753-2276
521 S. 12th St.
(Old Jerry's Restaurant)

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m. / Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
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10th 8 Chestnut St.
f•

Boneless
Beef

Boston
Butt

CUBE
STEAK

PORK
ROAST

CAULIFLOWER

18

1

Fresh
12 Ct.
Head

1

Field (Rosen 2/4.211)

Ram Sausage
swcw Is,. sr laisidar
Chicken Nibblers

Lb.
Is.$1.59

Boneless Beef

$2.29

Stew Meat

Ilk

Boneless Sirloin

$2.49
lb. $2.49

Tip Roast

1b.

.eeasnh

Fr

PORK
STEAK

Pears

lb.

IGA
Grade A
Young

*ow
HEN TURKEY
J.MMEP-•
"

18

eir

New Crop

SWEET
POTATOES

URKEY

IIMPIIIMMIN

Family Pack

Bartlett

SeU Basting
Papilp Timor

Lb.
Williams (Bonus 3/4.36)
•

Sausage*6 Biscuit
Fresh Water Frozen

Catfish Fillets
qw.

10-14
Lb.
Avg.

$1.69
lb. $2.49

8 oz.

Limit One With Additional Purchase

:
,
.
„T10i
4

MN\

•e•

Velveeta
Blue
Bonnet

4•PIT'%.

Towejs—

.
Kraft Is,. sr Lite

Blue Bonnet

11ELVEETA

OLEO

32 as. Loaf

Lb Carton

$399

Gallon

Liquid
Bleach

IU

CRACKERS

BATHRcOOM TISSUE

Jumbo Roll

3of
Pete: Pan 18 oz.

Peanut
Butter

$179

Lenders 10-12 ox.

16*
WA 12 Oz.

Canned
Drinks

PAPER TOWELS

Frozen
Bagels

Ea. 17

(IN
•

TUNA

FLOUR

PEPSI PRODUCTS

.4sges4'rld
POTATO CHIPS
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SECTION B
Expo to host
open riding
The West Kentucky Exposition
Center will host an open riding
session on Nov. I. The general
public is invited to bring horses to
the Murray State University facility'
from 5 to 10 p.m. The first two hours
are reserved for inside arena riding
only. Participants may use the remaining time for specific event
practice.
According to building manager
Mary Kay Kirks, open riding began
after several area horse owners
expressed an interest in using the
facility to practice riding in an
inside arena. The program is sponsored monthly by the Expo Center at
no charge as a service to the region.
The Exposition Center is located
on Hwy. 1327 (College Farm
Road). For more information on.
open riding or any scheduled events
at the Center, call Kirks at 7623125.

Political humorist
to give JFK lecture

6W

Political humorist Bob Harris
vill give a free lecture and video
presentation on the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy, at 7
p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 30, in the
Murray State University Curris
Center ballroom. The lecture, sponsored by Murray State's Student
Government Association, will focus
on facts Harris claims have been
hidden by the U.S. Government.
As the 25th anniversary of the
Kennedy assassination approached,
Harris began writing a stage show
intending to poke fun at conspiracy
theories and the superficial way in
which the media and the public treat
them.
"Every statement is based on
physical evidence, witness testimony and declassified documents,"
Harris said.
Harris' theory is that Kennedy
was killed by two gunmen firing
from the front as part of CIA efforts
to overthrow Fidel Castro in Cuba
and increase American involvement
in Vietnam.
In studying the case, Harris came
to the conclusion the official story
was false, and that indications of an
intelligence operation in Dallas
were rampant.
"Who Shot JFK?" is billed as a
comedy/scare tactic. "The humor
comes from the sheer absurdity of
official claims about the assassination, and the fright comes from the
audience's realization that the government has deceived them as a
matter of policy for decades," Harris
said.
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A number ofCalloway Counti.ans
will be contacted beginning the
week of Oct. 25 by the University of
Kentucky Survey Research Center
to find volunteers for a special
health survey.
Those families contacted will be
offered $100 to come to the local
health department for face-to-face
interviews, a physical evaluation
and laboratory work. Single-person
households will be paid $50.
State Health Commissioner Rice
Leach, M.D.,encourages Calloway
Countians who are contacted to lend
their assistance to the effort.
"Billions of dollars are spent
every year on health care in this
state, but we do not have a complete
picture of how healthy -- or unhealthy -- we arc in Kentucky," he
said. "The purpose of this survey is
to give us some good information
about the health of Kentuckians."
Because of the limited number of
participants needed in each county.
Kentuckians should not call the
health department about the survey.
Rather, Calloway Countians are
being asked to let researchers contact them because those chosen need
to be selected at random.
Those agreeing to participate will
be asked about the health conditions
and health status of all adults and
children in the home.They will also
have physical evaluations and blood
work.
Calloway County is one of 34
°untie!: participating in the survey

with
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Edgar anxious to begin Tiger hunt
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — When
we last left the world of Ohio
Valley Conference basketball,
Tennessee State was standing on
top.
The Tigers were picked to
repeat as OVC champions, thanks
to four starters (including OVC
Player of the Year Carlos Rogers)
who return.
But the Tigers, and everyone
else, realize that it is a long way
until March, and the OVC Tournament at Muncipal Auditorium

in Nashville.
Even so, TSU coach Frankie
Allen said there is no pressure on
the Tigers — who received all 16
possible votes they could for first
place.
"I don't feel any pressure from
it," Allen said. "I think we had a
good time out there last year, and
I feel good about the players we
have returning. As a coach, you
would rather have something to
work with then having to fill in
the cracks."
The Murray State Racers were
picked to finish second, with a

first place vote, and Racer coach
Scott Edgar feels that he has a
little bit more to work with than
in his first two years.
For the first time since Edgar
arrived at Murray State, he has
more veterans than newcomers on
a Racer team that finished 18-12
overall and 11-5 in league play.
Those returnees include Cedric
Gumm, a pre-season first-team
All-OVC pick, Antwan Hoard, a
second team pre-season All-OVC
selection and Antoine Teague,
who received honorable mention
honors.

Tigers thwart Laker
upset bid in District
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OVC field
still chasing
Tech, MTSU
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Tennessee Tech and Middle Tennessee have won every women's
basketball title in Ohio Valley
Conference history.
And in the preseason, this year
appears to be no different.
Coaches and sports information
directors picked Middle Tennessee State to win the title this season followed closely by Tennessee Tech.
Tennessee Tech has won the
last four titles, but Middle Tennessee returns three 3LIfter3 from
last season's 21-7 team. The two
schools have traded the OVC
championship between them for
15 years.
But Eastern Kentucky, tabbed
to finish third, and Tennessee
State each received some firstplace votes. The rest of the preseason picks included Southeast
Missouri in fifth, Morehead State
sixth with Austin Peay and Murray State tied for seventh and
Tennessee-Martin last.
Eddie Fields, in his first year
as coach of the Murray State
Lady Racers, admits he doesn't
have much insight about his club
right now.
The Lady Racers finished 6-9
overall and 4-12 in the OVC.
"We've got some experience
back, but the biggest thing for
this team is going to be learning
a new system," Fields said.
One thing Fields does have
going for him is senior guard Jennifer Parker. The Murray native
averaged 20.3 points per game
for the Lady Racers, and was
named to the preseason All-OVC

December or earlier January,"
"I'm anxious to get a first look
at this team," said Edgar, whose Edgar said. "We've got some big
Racers will start Friday night games before that, and hopefully,
we can be ready to be
with Late Night with Racer
Basketball. "The first two weeks successful."
Edgar also gets some big
of practice, we're going to do a
lot more playing and a lot less games at home instead of the
road. Murray State does open
explaining."
That, coupled with a schedule with a visit to Arkansas, but Ole
that includes six of the first nine Miss, Memphis State and Saint
games at home, should help the Louis visit Racer Arena.
"Our folks are going to get a
Racers off to a better start than
chance to see us play in Decemthey've had in recent years.
"The nature of my teams in the ber," Edgar said. "And maybe
first two years, we haven't really
turned the corner until late • See Page 3B
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Calloway's Josh Arent, left, hies to work around Murray High senior David Gruner in Tuesday night's 4-2
Tiger win.

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
A breakaway led to a breakout
for the Murray High Tigers.
A David Gressler goal on a
breakaway just before half tied
Tuesday's Second District Tournament match with Calloway
County at 1-1, and two quick
Murray goals to open the second
half gave the Tigers a commanding lead as Murray scored a 4-2
win over the Lakers.
Gressler's breakaway also led
to quite a night for MHS senior.
He scored three goals for the
Tigers, who will face Marshall
County in Thursday's finals at
Calloway County High School.
"He hadn't been impressive
during the year, but he certainly
was impressive tonight," Calloway County coach Bill Miller
said. "And they were nice goals,
you can't take (anything away
from his goals tonight."
Roman Shapla had scored two
goals in an earlier Tiger win over
the Lakers, and Calloway
doubled up on Shapla.
"They were marking Roman,
and David is pretty hard to keep
up with," said Murray coach
James Weatherly. "He just keep's
going."

For most of the first half, Calloway kept the pressure on the
Tigers, before Beau Jones scored
from about 20 feet out when he
slipped a high shot over the Tiger
goalkeeper to give the Lakers a
1-0.
With just two minutes left
before half, Gressler got loose
behind the Laker defense after a
pass from Roman Shapla, and his
goal tied the game at I-1.
Gressler's late goal seemed to
take some wind out of the Calloway sails, and Steven Crouch,
early in the second half, put Murray up with a goal off a scramble
after a corner kick.
Gressler then scored off a pass
from Matt Weatherly after good
Tiger ball movement deep in the
Calloway end.
"The real critical part of any
game is the start of the second
half, and they scored two quick
goals," Miller said. "That was the
difference."
"We started to just kick the
ball long and chase after it,"
Weatherly said. "We made some
adjustments and it worked well
for us."
The Tiger midfielders and
II See Page 38

Marshall too perfect for Tigers
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
REIDLAND — Soccer coaches, more so than most other
sports, are helpless once the
game begins. They can't blitz,
switch to a zone or call timeouts.
If they had those options. Murray High Lady Tiger coach John
Gressler would've used them...to
stop, or at least delay, Marshall
County's attack.
For the second straight year,
the Lady Tigers ran into a Lady
Marshal team that was hitting on
all cylinders. For the second
straight year, the Lady Marshals
eliminated the Lady Tigers from
the First Region Tournament.
"You can't take anything away
from Marshall County," Gressler
said after his team fell 3-1 Tuesday night at Reidland High
School. "They played a nearperfect game...they didn't make
any mistakes."
Marshall's perfection was dis-

played by Crystal Burkeen's pair
of dazzling goals.
With the game tied 1-1, Burkeen fired in a shot from 25 yards
that Murray goalkeeper Emma
Shaw could only watch. Burkeen
put the game away in second half
with a carbon copy shot. Again,
Shaw could do nothing but
watch...and perhaps grow 12
inches taller.
"We made a few mistakes on
defense, but there's not much you
can do on shots like that," Gressler said.
Consequently, Murray had several shots that hit everything but
the back of the net: Sarah Snyder
hit the crossbar and another hit
the -post.
Worst of all, Sara Fitts was
robbed.
With six minutes to play and
Murray trailing 2-1, Fitts gained
control of the ball a mere 12
yards from the Marshall goal.
Goalkeeper Carrie Hert was

pulled away from the goal and
could only watch as Fitts' shot
sailed towards the back of the
net.
Then, at the last possible second, Marshall fullback Amber
Lappin came from nowhere to
deflect the ball over the crossbar
and safely out of bounds. No one
was more shocked than Lappin.
"She just stuck her foot out," 13
how Gressler summed up Lappin's defense on his team's final
charge at the net.
Early on, the game looked as if
the last team to score could win.
Marshall went up 1-0 just four
minutes into the game when Stephanie Stevenson rolled a shot
past Shaw. Two minutes later,
Kara Gressler struck for Murray
on a direct kick from 35 yards
out. Tied 1-1, Burkeen scored her
first goal from long range.
Having an indirect kick to the
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STEVE PARKER/Lsdger & Times photo

Murray High's Ellen Uddberg (10) battles Marshall's Crystal Burkeen for
the ball while Lady Tiger Samantha Hogsed adds support.
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with that schedule, I can develop
some players earlier in the year."
That's an exception for the
OVC, as most OVC schools have
to go on the road to face high
caliber competition. Eastern Kentucky, for example, will visit
Kentucky, Indiana and Louisville
this season.
What the OVC needs to
improve its image, the league
coaches say, is to win some of
those games.
"1 look at those as OVC opportunities," Edgar said. "It would
be a big feather in our cap if we
could win those, and it would
improve the image and prestige
of the conference. We have to
start winning some of those
games."
"Obviously, there's some slippage, or there wouldn't be, the
seedings we've seen," said Eastern Kentucky coach Mike Calhoun. "You have to make some
real statements. Somebody __is
going to have to beat a ranked

OVC field...
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Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee's
Sherry Tucker, Kim Mays of
Eastern Kentucky and Southeast
Missouri's Gray C. Harris.
In addition to Parker, the Lady
Racers also return starters
Rechelle Cadwell, Lequida Pearson and Melissa Shelton,
The Lady Racers will open
with seven games on the road
until the home opener on Dec. 18
against Campbellsville.
"We'll compete and I think
when it's all said and done, we'll
improve," Fields said.
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team in the schedules we play.
You're going to have to beat an
Alabama, a Vanderbilt, a Duke.
Somebody is going have to get
some recognition. You beat those
guys, you can look for
recognition."
Edgar also pointed to the
growing OVC factor in the pros.
"I think it's growing," Edgar
said of the league's reputation.
"There's two NBA players out of
our school, and I think Warren
Kidd (of MTSU) is going to
make it. There's more and more
OVC players surfacing overseas
and in the CBA, and I think next
year, we'll have a first rounder in
Carlos Rogers. The names have
changed, but the battles or the
same."
And the battles of the OVC
remain the same as well.
"This is my third year in the
league," Edgar said. "And there's
no doubt in my mind that it is as
difficult night in and night out to
win in this league as it was in the
Missouri Valley or in the Southwest Conference."

FROM PAGE 28
defenders also kept Calloway in
check. They held the Lakers to
just two shots in the second half,
as Murray outshot Calloway 18-8
on the game.
With Calloway trying to slip
back into the game late, Gressler
scored on a header off a pass
from Greg Miller to make it 4-1.
Beau Jones then scored his
second goal of the night, off an
assist from Brock Jones.
Things got rather ragged at the
end, with a number of Tigers hitting the ground as the Lakers
received three yellow cards in the
second half.
"That was frustration from
three seniors," Miller said. "We
had stayed away from that all
year long, and it's a shame they
had to end their careen that
way."
Murray will now face Marshall

Night With
Racer Basketball

County for the Second District
championship Thursday, and also
advances to the First Region
Tournament next week at Holland
Stadium.
During the regular season, the
Tigers and the Marshals played to
a 1-1 tic, and Marshall County
scored a 4-3 win over Murray.
"It should be a good game
Thursday," Weatherly said.
Calloway closed its season at
9-11-1. "It was a disappointing year,
and the major factor was that we
continued to have injuries," Miller said. "We had seven players
out of our top 13 who had missed
a game or more. And when you
do that, you can't jell."
Calloway also loses eight
seniors to graduation — including leading scorer Jones and top
defender Steven Watkins.

Friday, October 29, 11:30 p.m.
Racer Arena $L00 Admission
It's your first chance to see the
1993-94 Racers in action!
Register at any Peoples or Bank of Murray location to lie
an assistant coach during the scrimmage.

•Marshall too perfect...
FROM PAGE 2B

FROM PAGE 2B
first team.
She won All-OVC honors last
year.
Middle Tennessee's Priscilla
Robinson is expected to repeat as
the OVC's Player of the Year.
Parker and Robinson is joined on
the All-OVC's preseason team by
Connie Swift and Carolyn
Aldridge of Tennessee State and
Julie Meier of Southeast
Missouri.
The second-team All-OVC
choices are Sherry Batten of Tennessee Tech, Carrie Thompson of

Late

MI Tigers thwart...

II Edgar anxious...

left of Shaw, Burkeen's first shot
hit the post. Murray's clearing
kick went right back to Burkecn,
standing in her tracks, and the
senior found the upper far corner.
Marshall (14-3-2) advanced to
the semifinals to meet Rcidland
while the Lady Tigers ended their
season 12-8.
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Gressler referred to the season
as a rebuilding year. Murray
played with seven players in
ninth grade or younger and had
just three seniors.
"1 feel for the girls, especially
the seniors," Gressler said of
Maggie Snyder, Sara Fitts and
Jill Miller. "They've been with us
since this program was started."
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OVC BASKETBALL

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

NASHVILLE, Tenn (AP) — The preseason oldie
tor Ste Ohio Valley C,onferenoe as picked by coaches
and sports information directors Eight points
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LIVE THOROUGHBRED RACING
THROUGH NOVEMBER 14
1 he thrill and excitement of Live Thoroughbred
Racing runs October 9 through November 14 at
Bluegrass Downs...Kentucky's newest
Thoroughbred race track.

RILL DAT OF RACING, WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY
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For information and reservations call
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Directions: Take Interstate 24 to Paducah Exit #4.
Go 1.7 miles north to Downs Drive.
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Simulcast racing from Keeneland or Churchill
Downs beginning at 12 noon...Live Thoroughbred
Racing at Bluegrass Downs begins at 5 p.m
• Free Parking
•$2 General Admission
•$2 Reserved Seating
• New Look. New Excitement.
•Seniors half price on Thursdays

•
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Halogen Headlamps
4 Nisactlamp Systems
1.4651 .14,`5,̀
I5 16 •
115001 N5006
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267

EVERY DAY

Thermostats
F Of most verucies
Stare stock Only

10
$90

Anco Wiper
Blades and
Refills

399

EVERY DAY

MURRAY
753-8971

S. 12th St
in Southside Center
01••••C*14.)

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS
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United Way
ot

Quit smoking.

•.
•
al'

4B

MT?E FGHT1NGFCX?
CUP UR

' •

klkinroy-Calloway County

Take Time
To Care

American Heart
Association

Kentuckiana Girl Scouts
help girls develop values

For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repair
Maintenance
Quaiity Electrical Work Since 1971

Call 759-4960
.3

SerViCeMASTER

LOulsville—kliss Kentucky 1993, Tanya Dee Virgin, was named Chair of the
American Cancer Society, Kentucky Division, Great American Srnokeout
She is pictured here chatting with Dr. Jim Frank, member of the Kentucky
Division Board of Directors and past Chair of the Volunteer Development
Committee, during the American Cancer Society Awards Banquet held tut
Friday, October 15 in Louisville. November 18, 1993 nwks the seventeenth
year of the Great American Srnokeout which Is an upbeat,good-natured effort
to encourage smokers to give up cigarettes for 24 hours. It is anticipated that
over 19 inilUon smokers will participate in the 1993 Great American
Smokeout

Carpet, Furniture
and Drapery Specialists
COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

SAVp•A•LOT Fall Harvest of Values

Hours: 9 a.m.-

n.a.m.
.m.
rs.
12-6 p.m. Sunday

luffy
Fh:
filialli

p.m. Fri. & Sat.

Fresh

Sandwich

Idaho

Bread

Potatoes

24 oz. Loaf

Fryer

Golden Corn
Sweet Peas

Thighs or
Drumsticks

161 /2 07

Can

10 lb. Bag

19

49

St. Clair

Hilltop musk
Self

Pimento
Spread

Rising

Flour
5 lb.

Fresh

Wylwood

690

994

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — In
a past life it was a traffic barrier.
Now, it's reincarnated as a Hindu
shrine.
The bullet-shaped hunk of granite draws worshipers to a quiet.

A1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
Wilshire Farms
Smoked

Ranch House

Chili

NC

Spread

20 oz

69'

12 oz Pkg

$189

390
French Fries
Shoe

String

104 oz

SO-Cheezy

Pizza

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Biscuits

690

Blue Bonnet

16 oz. Ctn.

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

'.4""

100% guaranteed!

sn69

Corn
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Marcin

Wyhvood

Pie Filling

Salad
Dressing

Tomato
Juice

21 act Can

32 oz Bil

46 oz Can

Leaf

Cherry

RICKY
EDWARDS

3 lb lioz

kVA

79'
We accept checks for
the amount of purchase
only, manufacturers
coupons and food
stamps. Savings up to
40% on the food you
use the most-

OldSpring
DoHill

128 oz

SPECIAL BUY

24 oz CU,

390

Water

49'

Cottage Cheese

Pot Pies

Banquet

Bottled

Gold

•••••

753-7020

clearing behind the Japanese Tea
Garden in Golden Gate Park, off
the tourist-beaten path.
"Anyone who wants to can
come," a sari-clad Vimalaben
Patel said Monday at the shrine
dedicated to Siva, Hindu god of
rebirth and destruction.
Patel poured her offerings of
rice and milk over the rock, lighted a candle and incense and
began her prayers.
Next to worship Monday was
Corky Engel, sporting bicycle
shorts, T-shirt and cycling cap.
Presumably unneeded elsewhere, the traffic barrier has been
stored in the glen for years. Worshipers began to appear about
four years ago, said park gardener Cloyd Buck.
Shrines to S‘va are generally
phallic-shaped, as is the 4-foot
tall barrier.
Some devotees want permission to build a permanent shrine,
bringing up the issue of separation of church and state in the
city-owned park.
"We're trying to be as sensitive as we can, but it's just not
appropriate to build a shrine in
the park," said park spokeswoman Deborah Learner.

7 02 ( 0

Crystal Ridge

Margarine n tett
Quarters av•

Prairie Farms

,
`-"ff•
'
A.••••,;
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CALL

99t

9n/i oz. Can
Not

FREE ESTIMATES

Tottno's Party

$"
American Sing1es1
Butter

—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*

15 oz. Can

3 Lb Tub

Sunny

FROZEN FOOD

Sausage

With Beans

Pick-up. They assisted in laying
bark chips on the park trail, and they
plan to help beautify North Elementary School by laying stepping
stones leading to the school flag,
planting crocuses around the stones,
and plantria tree on the school
playground.
Karen Olson and Susan Craw ford's Troop 3093 really had a busy
summer. They traveled to Denver.
Seattle, and Minneapolis-Si Paul,
by Amtrak Train. They enjoyed
beautiful scenery, learned about
different parts of the country, and
had the chance to meet many other
Girl Scouts, and form new, lasting
friendships.
Daisy Troop 1173, led by Cheryl
Hicks and Karen ElcIndge, had a
summer pizza party at the Girl Scout
Cabin. The kindergarten girls
dressed up as Italian waiters and got
the chance to serve their parents. All
of the Murray Daisy Troops had a
special tea at Dumplin's Restaurant.
Troop 820, led by Conny Ouway
and Rita Todd, had a great summer.
They had a Mother's Day Tea,
where the girls made and served all
of the food, and performed a nbbon
routine to the song, "Aloucue", for
their moms. This troop also held a
summer meeting at the Girl Scout
cabin where they worked on badges
and put together a newsletter. Later
that day, they had an informal
meeting at the Humane Society's
Animal Shelter, which is also a
United Way agency. After leaving
the Animal Shelter, the girls and
their leaders attended a MSU summer band concert at Lovett Auditorium.
All of the Murray area Girl Scout
Troops are invited to a Sok Hop in
November, as well as another area
wide activity, which will be announccd at a later date.
The United Way is proud of the
Girl Scout Troops in Murray and
Calloway County, and hopes that
you will help them continue to grow
by contributing to the 1993 United
Way Campaign. The United Way
works because of YOU!

Discarded traffic barrier now Hindu shrine

11 os. Ctn.

Bag

The Kentuckian& Girl Scouts in a
United Way agency designed to
help girls ages 5-17 develop values,
self-awareness, leadership skills
and community responsibility.
There are wpmxirnaicly forty
Girl Scout Troops in Calloway
County, with close to 400 girls
participating. Many of the Murray
Calloway County Girl Scout troops
have enjoyed a busy summer and
are now gearing up for their fall
activities. Canny Ottway, a leader
of Troop 820,is in charge of Public
Relations for this community's Girl
Scout program, and was kind
enough to share some information
about several of the Troops in
Murray and what they have been
doing.
The Girl Scouts in this area are
Vali SERVICE oriented," Ouway
said. We are more than just a social
club."
Ouway explained that the local
Girl Scouts have been involved in
several recent service projects, such
as the Kentucky Shoreline Cleanup. Troop 1484, led by Sue Rotterman and Debbie Jones; Troop 1316,
led by Mary Patterson and Cathy
Futrell; Troop 3176, led by Mary
Patterson and Myrna Barrett; and
Kym Hopkins' and Kori Kipphut's
Troop 1337, all dedicated a Saturday morning to pick up trash and
debris along the lake's shoreline.
This was a messy job, but one that
desperately needed to be done, and
the girls and their leaders pitched in
willingly.
Troop 316 still had energy left
after their clean-up detail, so they
traveled to the LBL Woodlands
Nature Center, and then enjoyed an
overnight camp-out at Kentuckiana's Camp Bear Creek in Marshall
County.
Troop 3176 celebrated their hard
work by visiting the Planetarium
and viewing the "Magic of the
Night" Star Show. Later that night,
they camped at Lake Energy in
Land-Between-the-Lakes.
Both Troops also participated in
the Calloway County Park Litter

99' 69'

Dogs

a

SPECIAL BUY
Crisp

Orange Juice
12 oz Can

69

CALLOWAY CO. CORONER
Experienced and gualyied
Coroner &

FOOD STORES

the Calloway Co. Coroners Office
Deputy Coroner for over 3 years

*Served with

Ad Good
Wednesday,
October 27,
Through
Tuesday,
Nov. 2, 1993

as

*Graduate of Ky. Coroners School at Eastern Ky.
University
*Served for over 15 years as an Emergency Medical
Technician

13 years with Calloway Co. Rescue Squad
and D.E.S.
A Write In Candidate For Coroner
*Served

Paid F** Kly The Candidata,

4. Murray. Ky 42071
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
121wIraY Ash
$5.00 Column Inch
DIscoute 2nd lhat.
60% Discount 3ed Run.
011 Ado WO In MOM Day Payed)
$1.75 per column Inch extra tor
Tuiesdcry (Shopping Guide).

Reader Adl
25S per word, $5.00 minimum
lit day Se per word per day for
each additional consocuttee
day. $1.75 eirtro for Shopper
(Tues dosstneds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra tor
blind box Ws.

larsilottrALKIcervirt
A $200 to we be required to make
any cnonwas to ad caw deadline.

E
TO PLACE

010
020
025
030
040
050

190
370
390
400
550

ANNOUNCEMENIS
Legol Nonce
Notice
Personois
Cord of Thanks
h Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & SUOPlitis
PtocLice
Feed & Seed

020

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Sttuation Wonted
Busness Opportunity
Instruction

(380
2310
250
290
530

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Sennces
Heohng & Cooling
Services Offered

REAL ESTATE RENIAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
280
255 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentois
Wont To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cots
Vons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & P.401tys

060
070
090
I D3
110

020
Notice

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To BUY
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Annques
Vacuum Cieoners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musc ol
Miscellaneous
T V & Radio
Pets & Supplies

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

REAL ESTATE SAlES
270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sole
F-or Sole a Lease
Home Loons
Rao' Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

Advedisers ono requested to
check the first inserhon of
their ads for any error. Murray
Lied9sor & Times will be responsible for only ono Incorrect Insertion, Any INTOr
should be reported immediately so correctons can be
mode.

OFFICE HOURS.
,
Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Decxlinos ore 2 dors
Vs odtrancral

00

060
Help
Wanted

Nodes

ADJUSTMENTS

753-1916

CALL

150
lab
Waled

Help
Wanted

Want
Te Day

Articles
For Sal.

CASH for mobile home
tires 8 axles removed
436-2578

ATLAS metal lathe.
10x36, with stand 8 accessones, $550 492 aase

•

FUN
MONEY?
Join our dynamic TEAM
of Discovery Toy Representatives TODAY'
Fun & Simple Business'
Financial & Personal
Rewards' Training &
Support' JOIN NOW'
Call For Details
Today!
your Educanonar
Consunanr
France Ray
1617 Suns
Murray, KY 42071
7%4739
Shand& Gantry
RI 3, Box 106
Murray. KY 42071
756-2670
Your Discovery Toys
Representative

American Legion
Posts
Paris Landing, TN
Russwood Shores

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

Sat., Oct 30

Monthly income
availabiel

Turkey Shoot
1 p.m.
Halloween Costume
Party
Costume & Door
Pnzes
Gene Woods Band
8-12

CLASSIFIED

MASSAGE TO YOU
•Swedish Massage
•Reflexology
•Deep Muscle Therapy
•Energy Balancing
Relax tight sore muscles - Release fatigue & stress
A treot for yourself or o gift for a friend
Gift Certificotes Fivoiloble
DAVE ESTES
Licensed Massage Therapist
502-753-3801

America's Second Car

lUglgDuckling
racilma
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'
S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town(
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

VOTE
November 2

Guaranteed 5 yews

Tun, Ncw 2, 1993
Write In Vote
For Constable
lit District

100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'

A write in vote is
easy, simply write-in

Miller
.

Paid for by the committee to elect Dan Miller Laura Miller - Treasurer

LEAF PICKUP
CITY OF MURRAY
Beginning: November 8, 1993

wish to thank fames
Thomasson and Ed
their
Davis for
words of comfort
and the Williams
Chapel Church singeljor the singing.
WI also want to
thank the ones who
sent food and flowers and the Lynn
Grove friends and
neighbors for their
prayers and concern, also the J.H.
Churchill Funeral
Home for their services.
May God bless
each of you.

If you are interested in providing any of the
above mentioned fuels for the Subsidy Component of the Program,(November 8-December 10), you must make application to be on
the approved vendor list. Applications can be
obtained at our local office at 607 Poplar,
Murray, KY 42071. ff no response, contact the
regional office located at 400 North 5th Street,
Mayfield, Kentucky, or call Charles Wix at
(502) 247-4046.

The Lan& Morris
Family

DIRECTOR OF NURSING

Lost
And Found

Ending: December 17, 1993
The first area to be picked up will be the south side of Main Street
to the Southern City Limits, working west to east.

LOST: Oct 10th, truck tool
box in Murray area,(black).
Reward offered. 759-4417

The second area to be picked up will be the north ride of Main
Street to the northern city limits, working west to east.

REWARD Offered!
2
year old bla
.
ct
in
Boxer. F
.• "\...1' '
-•ad. Call
• ‘
7
5 nights or
75._
33 days

The entire city will be covered twice to insure that all leaves are
picked up. Please do not rake leaves into the street, street gutters
or over water meters! Leaves should be raked two or three feet
from the street curb, but not over any sidewalks. Bagged leaves
should be placed at the curb side or may be dropped off at the old
city park located on Chestnut Street, where an area will be
designated at the graveled area by the ball field. Bagged leaves
may be dropped off at the area beginning Monday, October 25,
1993 and will be accepted through December 17, 1993.
No brush or tree trimmings will be picked up by the leafcrew this
fall. For an estimate of cost of brush pick-up, call 762-0330 or you
may dispose of brush at the Murray Calloway County Transfer
Station,

fa

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full lime high
school students. Call
753-0378 Five days•week
between 8 00em-3 00pm
We are an EOE This project is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Counoi-JTPA

ROGERS

I:15n

Murray Public Works and Utilities

ADMINISTRATIVE Assistant Must be bendier with
common computer programs, self starter, capable
of wonting with management clients& employers.
Must have previous experience or degree. Excellent
salary 8 benefits Apply in
person at WO-South Credit
Bureau, Inc, 1410 Industrial
Part Rd, Paris, TN or send
resume to PO Box 548,
Para, TN 38242.

DRIVERS needed Both
ADMINISTRATIVE Assis- experienced and inexpertant Averin Lumber Com- ienced Tuition paid trainI have filed the
pany is looking for a candi- ing for inexpenericed drivMcConnell
needed papers.
date with general admini- ers. if you qualify Call tostrative qualities; typing, day for your future
Insurance
Your vote will count.
fang, organizational ability 1-00-1T7-$150
Murray, KY
Pao0 or by cardalalry F11 3,
to hence° several proiects
Murray. Ky
concurrently and needs KITCHEN help needed
753-4199
working experience on IBM 7 30am 3 30pm Mon-Fri
midrange computer sys- Apply within 410 main No
tem. Lotus and WorciPer- phone calls please
tect knowledge needed NEED extra money for
**ATTENTION** Busines- VACATION Dream Cash Send resume and refer- Christmas? Join ow comses, clubs and organiza- Earn at home $200 to $500 ences to: Averie Lumber pany today Earn $6 to $8
tions: SANTA is available weekly stuffing envelopes Company, PO Box 665, an hour Be your own boss
for the holiday season. Call For information. Send Cadiz, KY 42211, Attn Mill Call
today
Ballons To-Go Costumed SASE to Vacation Dream Manager. EOE INF
1 -800-FOR AVON
Box
224,
McKenCash,
PO
Promotions for rates and
CAR stereo installer, ex- PAINTERS Must have
availability. (502) zie, TN 38201.
753-7640 America's Favo- VIDEO memories, an deal perience required List es 2yrs or more experience,
nte Purple Dinosaur is also gift or keepsake, Vansfer penance and/or resume to steady work Apply Black's
available. CALL FOR DE- movies, slides and still pic- PO Box 48, Murray, KY Decorating Center, 701 So
42071
4th St, Murray or call
TAILS (502) 753-7640
tures to video Choice of
753 0839
CENTURY
21
Loretta
Jobs
creative
styles,
background
AURORA Pizza Magic. GeREaftors
currently
has
2
Caner,
voice.
Tina
SAFETY Advisor,
nuine hand tossed pizza, music or
positions available for $2150/mo Company will
fresh salads, sandwiches, Carter Studio.
staragents
who
are
sell
train Call Mon -Fri,
gyros. Open al year at VIDEO Production Specialonly
5pm. Closed Mon and ties can transfer your home ters, looking for direction 9am•ipm
474-8119, movies to videotape for and management support 615-399-8269
Tues.
Call 753-1492 ask for
1-800-649-3804.
only $ 06/per foot No mini- Brenda.
Donna
Darnell
mum.
Call
DON'T miss the exciting 8
CONVENIENCE store WILDLIFE/
scary spook room at the 759-9246.
worker, 11pm-7am Must CONSERVATION JOBS
Hitching Post in Aurora.
work weekends. Apply in Game wardens, security,
030
Sign up for the drawing for
maintenance, etc No exp
person 811 Sycamore
scarecrow. The Hitching
Card
necessary Now hinrg For
Post, Hwy 68, Aurora.
of Thanks
more
info
call
INTERIOR house painting
Open daily 9arn-5pm.
No lifting Man & wife ac- 219-794-0010 ext 7159,
DRY clean your carpet, rent
8arn-8pm, 7 days.
oeptable 753-3018
the fast 8 easy Host Dry
tY 41Y 41Y
Cleaning System. Cal to
reserve a Host Machine at
Card of Thanks
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. will be
Black's Decorating Center.
The family of
operating the Home Energy Assistance Prog701 $ 4th St. Phone
ram again this year. We are accepting
Lancie Morris wish
753-0839.
applications from fuel providers (vendors) in
to express our apthe following areas:
preciation to each
Cos/
one for the concern
Wood
that was shown to
Kerosene
us during his illness
Fuel 011
and death.
Propane
Especially do we
Substaneet penalty
to, early withdrawal

Dr. Dan M.
City Councilman
Let's Keep City
Hall Downtown!

0

Phillip Lynn
ROGERS

ledlcal

Squad

••• ••••• .410

•

shrine

panese Tea
e Park, off
h.
US to can
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the shrine
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060

Hsts
Wanted
MONEY'S Inn is seeking
guest 190.41211 Rapr011ent•We with potential to become general manager.
Applicant should be knowledgeable of local businesses and university demimonis. Please fp*in person for intentlew!Shoriers
Inn, 1503 N 121h, Murray,
KY

Britthaven
of Benton
Accepting
applications for full time
RN/MDS Coordinator. M-F position and
Full-Time LPN 10-6
shift. Excellent benefits and competitive
salary. If interested
apply at Britthaven,
Hwy
641 South.
aCTOSS from Wal- Man
between 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Mon.- Fri.
EOE

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
tractor trailer drivers. Must have minimum 2 years
OTR verifiable experience, excellent pay, major
medical,
dental
and eyeglass & 5
year vested retirement.
Home
weekends.

1-800-782-8759

071
Dommidc
Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references. Call
Linda 759-9553.
0,40
Position
Wetted
ALTERATIONS and repairs. Rental gowns & tuxedos. Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray. 753-6981.

Murray-Caloway County Hospital is licensed for
216 beds with 45 active physicians on the medical
staff.
Murray, Kentucky is located within 20 minutes of
to Land-Between-the-Lakes recreational area
Wetly offers an exceptional community life style,
excellentelementary and high school systems,as
well as a nationally recognized University Murray State
Excellent salary and benefits package which
includes on-site child care
Send resume to:
MURRAY
Jerry Thomas,
Director of Pompon& CALLOW
(502) 762-11011
Utopia 114,oflunoty
I

COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

Call 753-1916 for details.
urcrorriuf

•

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors opin •i 6001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq Kai* Rood nghl on Se Hale Road 1 ,4
°hi 11 10 list

753-0466

NON41110ill

PO Box 1033

oacssizsrioe
Murray

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability 3 Service We
represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West. Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

SEWING iobs wanted, including formal wear.
753-1061.
130
For Sale
Or Trade
1980 HONDA 550 Custom
$700 or trade for old car or
truck Can be seen at 203
Center St, Hazel

Went
To Buy

Excellent opportunity for a proven leader to
assume the leadership rote for a hospital based
nursing department. This masters level nurse will
be responsible for the administration of nursing
programs that include MecVSurg, ER, LSD, CCU,
Home Health, Adult Day Care, LTC, as well as
otter administrative opportunities. The qualified
applicant should possess three to five years
proven senior management expenence in a
medium to large hospital.

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classibedsevery day,including the Shopper.
for S160 a month (paid in oclvonCe).

WANTED barniaids, waitresses 8 dancers, $500
plus weekly. Doll House
Cafe, Paris, Tn
901642-4297. 7prn-2am

1.10

Murrav-Callowas Count. Hospital a leader in
providing quality health< are in 14;estem
Kentuclr and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following!oh openiruls

Business on
a Budget?

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5prn.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shoguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD quality used treadmill; pasture for 2 horses
from Faxon to lake area,
prefer close to lake.
436-2626.

REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District Health Department is seeking registered nurses for the
following community health positions;
Staff nurse in the Graves County Health
Center
Nurse program specialist for Infection
Control and clinic substitute, based in
Graves County but traveling the Purchase area as needed.
Salary based on education, experience,
and job responsibilities. Excellent benefit
package. Transcripts and completed applications required. Resumes cannot substitute for applications, which may be secured
at any Health Canter in the Purchase
District or at 320 North 7th Street, Mayfield,
KY, Contact Sharon Godec, R.N. at (502)
247-1490 or 444-9625 for additional 1 nfor mation.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Plumley Applications are being taken for flexible hours and
reduced work weeks.
If you are 18 years or older and are interested in part-time
employment with flexible hours (days or nights) apply in
person.
Thursday, 10/28/93, 11/4/93 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
or
Friday, 10/29/93, 11/5/93 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 am.
We are willing to work with you in setting a schedule to
accommodate your needs.
Earn Extra Christmas Money
Work Around College and High School Schedules
Schedules to Accommodate Parents of School Age Children
100 Plumley Dr. Paris, TN.
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WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 27, 1993

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Aid**
For Isis

norm/

lOn I- I beau', Pro Two, ler
vinyl siding 436-2701

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Beim
Ismis

lloamo
For Sod

4 CAA prep with onto* &
paved lot. 7534509

28R brick. esteem 114
bath, central h/a, appliances. yard maintenance induded. No pets.
$400/mo. D•positi
references. After 5pm
753-6397.

.4

12 GA Wridiesse Model Fl
D, also tree ser12 pump shotgun, $150, vice
4362562
llE)
Schwinn LeTour bicycle,
$100 flat iron mandolin,
$200, hammered dulcanwe.
$175. upright grand piano,
$125 Cal 436-5900.
PIANO tuning. John
351.11A CAMERA Nikon Gottschalk, 753-9600.
zoom-Nikkor
with
N2000
lens, like new. $250.
762 6542 or 753-3642 after
6prn.
libmammus

•

•

•

BOGARD trucking and ox- DUMP tuck bed. corn
cavatrig. inc We haul top $400 753-7161
soil, gravel fit dirt, ivhite
rc...k. rip rap 759-1828
CLAYTON wood or coal
konance, used one season. 110,000 btu, heats
500sq ft 354-6040.
DURO-THERM kerosene
stive 435-4424
__
f.LW Bat° metal garage
d‘Jor 753-2922 days only
NEW Loggy Bayou Climbing tree stand with climber.
$125 firm 436-2626.
HIDING mowers, good
prices. 753 8649.

KTI and Associates offer
rig a full line of investigative
services. Bel Air Center.
753-3866 or 436-6099.

.S,..1)FA, 3 cushion,97- long,
gold. green, beige & dark
brown plaid, very good condign, $150 753-4494
TEAL and mauve couch,
newly reupholstered, $150.
Rattan and glass dinette
sot. $125. 4 post king size
waterbed with accessories,
$175 obo. 753-1741.

Farm
Equipment
61J- T Myrath 8in auger, pto
drive 753-2061.

RIM

Merry
Equipment

1

RETAIL or Office Space in
S. Side Shopping Canter
753-4509 or 753-6612.

HOME with store front in
the business section of
Murray cal collect (214)
709-8056
WANT to rent 2.3.or 411x
mobile home or house.
Reasonable 762-4794.

Mobile
Homes For Side

Allairtbil
Ri
otndb

12x50, APPLIANCES, wel
hookup, new underpinning,
plumbing, wiring & floor
Kyle: 653-4802 or
653-2951 business

12x70 HOUSE trailer on
, 100 basement, on approx 2
igh chair, acres, lots of outbuildings,
$25,000 Will finance.
all 753-7905 .
489-2693.
WOOD stoveheater, automatic fan & thermostat, 1993 CHAMPION 16x80
$100, fireplace insert, dual 3br, 2bath. island kitchen,
farts & glass doors, $120, oak cabinets, vaulted cadlarge tv antenna, $30 Wigs, extra isulation, central
het, vinyl siding, shingled
753-6487
roof, underpinning, custom
ZENIII1 tv console, good built, owner works for
condition 753-9320
Champion Homes Located
Coach Estate $26,500
ifin
759-2507
Horns
Furnishings
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
BACK In Business
home electric services 200
Hodge,
806
ColGi.sorge
amp $375 100 amp $325
dwater Rd Used furniture &
435-4027.
appliances -Will sell or
buy Also furniture hand FLEETWOOD trailer,
refinished.
1988, 2br, 2 tul baths,
E:EAUIIFUL leveseat ex- 14x 70. Best otter. Call, appt
753-2554.
c: 'Iont condition, floral do- 489-2764,
n with off-white back- WE'RE celebrating our
ground, $250. 753-6170
47th Anniversary through
$100, 2 chairs, Nov 14, 1991 All homes
S.'5,ea, 3 RattarvVinyl seat are specially priced tor this
barstools, $15/ea. event. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E,
753 8001
Pans, TN 1-800-642-4891.
DINOSAUR print bunk Champion's *2 Single Let
beds, $100. Like new play Dealership in North
pen, $25. Baby bed, $25
America!
753-7167.

MAPLE table & 4 chairs
$150 obo Microwave table,
..:host of drawers
7:i3 5838. 753-3609 after
5pm leave message

COMMERCIAL budding for
rent on 12th Steel. Extensive remodeling on outside
being done. Great location
& parking for business. Cal
753-7435 or 753-3966.

270

SEARS side
((Agora
fr

FORMAL pecan dining
room set; LR sofa, 2 waterbeds 753 0443

800-220060 ft Coleman
RE 753-9898

1,2,3130 apts. Furnished,
very nice near EASU. No
75 3 - 1 25 2
pets.
days.753-0606 after 5pm.
1BR, appliances & water
furnished, reference & deposit required. No pets.
$185/mo 753-3949.
1BR furnished apartment,
1603 Olive. 492-8225.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
1 ROOM apt, partially furnished, some utilities paid.
No pets. Cal after after'
5pm 753-5094.

lease & security deposit
required. 753-4109.
Las
LOVELY country home
For SIN
with large yard Need tennant to maintain plus 3 LOTS in the Pine Bluff
$400/mo. References Shores, Hamelin, Ky $1700
753-2633 or after 6pm Ready for trailer hookup
502-489-2708
753-8096.
NICE brick, 2 bath, gas BUILDING lots in subdiviiuon with limited restncheat 753-3343.
bons. Wooded lots as low
as $5000 to $6500 Southwest school dstrict. natural
For Rent
gas,city water, cablevision
Or Lases
3 3/10 from Murray oty
CREEKVIEW Sethstorage limits on 94W 753-5841,
warehouses on Center 753-1566
Drive behind Shoney's.
520-$40/mo 759-4081
1.0

BIG Oak Inn, new wit
everything furnished.
$140/wk or $35/night
436-2722

Livestock
& &peke

16 RED Poll, March 1994
BRICK, lbr, patio, carport, calving cows, bred to pershade, new carpet, walk-in formance, tested, easy
closet. No pets. $295/mo. calving Berzon& bull:
($850/head). 10 Red Poll
753-6931.
heifers, avg 8mo, 5001b,
CHESTNUT STREET vaccinated and wormed 1
TOWNHOUSES 2br, I
purebred Simbrah, 6 years
bath, deck, all appliances old, gentle, proven easy
including washer & dryer, calving bull, $1500. Call
ceiling fans. Free lawn 753-9778, 753-5890 or
care $435/mo. Coleman 492-8302 after 7pm.
RE 753-9898.

20
LOVELY 2br duplex in exclusive subdivision, minutes from Murray, one
1060 29R trailer, $210/mo block from lake, water &
plus lease & deposit. I mole appliances furnished,
east of Murray_ 759-2570, peace & quiet, for only
753-3860.
$375/mo. 527-9639.
2BR Grogan & Mobile MUR CAL Apartments now
Home Village. Appliances accepting applications for
& water furnished. Cole- 1, 2 and 3br apartments.
man RE 753-9898.
Phone 759-4984. Equal
2BR, 8 miles north of Mur- Housing Opportunity.
ray. $210/mo. Call NEW super spacious 21x
753-8582
duplex in quiet wooded
NICE 2& mobile home, area. 753-4573.
small quiet Wailer park in
Benton. No pets. $275/mo.
Also mobile home lot,
$45/mo. 527-3552 or
Northwood, w/patio
362-8720.
& carport, central h/a,
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
stove, refrigerator,
electric or gas Walking disdishwasher,
disposal,
tam,tocollege 75.15209.
w/d hookup BedSMALL trailer for rent, Hwy
rooms have 15 ft long
94E 474 8056
closets. Many kitchen
Mobile
Homes For Rent

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

cabinets INCLUDES
SEPARATE PRIVATE
20x30 STORAGE
BUILDING W/OVERHEAD DOOR

Home
For Sob
1109 VINE, neat 3br, 1 bath
home with basement apartment $41,000. Tnpp Williams Real Estate
753-0563.
3BR, 14 bath, basement
large deck, screened
porch, gas heat, large
kitchen, one car garage
$54,500. 759-4820.
3BR, 1 bath brick home,
2100+ sq ft, electric wall
heat, window air, lot
85'x160', 905 Fairtane Dr.
$60's. 753-3793 Bill
Parker.

313FI, 1 bath, brick, vinyl
Dim, new roof, new plumbing, new propane tank. new
furnace, new satellite sysAKC Chocolate Lab pups, tem, newly remodeled,1A
born 09f25/93, both pa- car garage, on '4 we lot,
rents proven hunters Pups vacant. 759-1352.
will be vac/wormed
IN Canterbury, 4br, approx
753-1539
3800sq ft. Will consider
BORDER Collie puppies, Wade_ 753-3672 after 5pm
working parents, $50.
NEW house, 3br, 2 NH
382-2369.
bath, large family room, di-

Poo
1 Sumba

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
WT. oil
All Dog
Grooming

2 Br. duplex,

285
Mobk
trucks for sale. 3
Home Lots For Rent
,ob trucks. 1985 Ford,
1989 Chevy; 1977 Ford, IN Mobile Home Viage,
1975 GMC Tandem dump water furnished, $80/mo.
Coleman RE 753-9898.
Call after 7pm 354-8619

KOPPERUD Realty lias
buyers welting to purchase
homes-al price ranges If
you are Ihnking of wingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

1986 OLDS Cutlass Sierra
1967 lAotorhome, good
shape 436-5792
1087 GRAND AM. $3200
1968 Volkswagen, $1000
436-5375
1988 HYUNDAI, red, 5
speed, hatchback, aic, excellent running condition
7532967

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Center
8•1 -Air
502- 753 -SOLD, 1988 OLDSMOBILE Fire1-800-369-5780
nze station wagon, 50,XXX
3BR, just remodeled. ROBERTS Realty Callo- males, extra dean Call
stove, refrigerator, new way County's oldest and 436-5614 after 5pm
central gas h/a system,firm most rekable real estate
place with gas logs, new agency For all your real 1988 TOYOTA Corals FX,
kitchen cabinets, utility, add *stale needs cal them to- 2dr, hatchback, Sap. sir,
hookup, carport, never day at 753-16511 Syca- arrv1rn stereo. great condition, ordy $3100 753 8881
been rented. No pets more and 12th St_
if no answer leave
$425/mo plus security demessage
posit, references required
753-1059.
1992'BUICK Park Avenue
Lake
Ultra, 4dr, white, one
Property
38R lakefront unfurnished
owner, 62.5XX, $16,500
home, appliances induded, LAKE property 4 wooded
753 8891
deposit and references re acres. house xi need of
quired. $603hnorth. Avail- work, gas heat, quiet dead
able Nov 1.753-5439.
end road. Aurora
4-58R, available Nov 1, 474-8400 leave message
Sans

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available. Cal 753-2905

ning room, kitchen with
custom cabinets, utility, 2
car garage, nice deck. Special touches throughout
house. Cal 753-3966 or
753-7435.
.170

1986 VOYAGER mini van
49,XXX on motor, $3500
Call 436-5099 after 5pm

All breeds, all sizes
Ask about specials

Motercycies

759-1768

1985 HONDA V65 1100
$1400. Must sell
759-9503.

t

sicekle

1978 CHEVY 4x4, rebuil
engine, great condition
$2500
759-4680
753-4392

P110
,

NICE duplex. 2br, central
h/a, appliances furnished.
Coleman RE 753-9898.

Gerald Linn

Eddie Linn

753-6310
* BODY SHOP *
All Work Guaranteed To Your Satislach'on!
Rental Cars Available
, Work On All Makes& Models - Foreign or Domestic

FOR SALE BY OWNER
CUSTOM HOME

1502 Spring HID Court
(Located In Spring Creek Oaks SulxlIvIsion)
Over 4,000S.ft., 3 bdr.,21/2 baths,formal

living & dining rooms, large den, 2 car
garage, abundant storage, patio, large
corner lot, dryvit exterior, crown molding,
hardwood floors, ceramic tile, spacious
rooms,fireplace, Marvin windows,custom
cabinets, marble vanities, whirlpool tub.

By

SHERRY Lane Estates
2br apartment, like new,
central gas heat, central air,
all appliances, including
washer and dryer, bay
window, free lawn care
Coleman RE 753-9898_
TAKING applications for
seceon 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldele Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113.

- Just Completed -

J,.

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-I2noon No
phone calls please. Equal
Housing Opportunity

Appointment - 753-1890

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished.
central gas his Northwood
$475/mo, I month deposit, year lease No pets_
753-2905.
110

Houses
Fes Beet
28R. 1 bath, stectic heat
$250/mo. 1 month deposit
No pets 753-2905
3 OR 41x house, in town
inAlso lbr apt
cluded with apt) Call
759-4810

Acmes from
Community C.
on old 641

1978 27' CAMPER, good
condition, $4200 Cal
436-5099 after 5pm

Boats
& Motors

530
Services
Offered

1971 MERCEDES. Must
see to appreciate.
492-8225.

1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics. & odd
jobs. Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8 a.m. Items too numerous
to mention!

YOUR
Al)
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
7534916'
Big
Moving Sale
(Inside) WM* House on
N. 111k 91 & Poor
Fenn Rd.
Ilium., Frt. & Sat.
Al Next Week
Redicenere oid Sr., ince
Maws. glanixers, boot
creeds mope tree
mos determent is. d cruet
decorum wood *emus ea
or mac 7537S23

1978 T-BIRD, 82,XXX
miles, excellent condition.
1986 Cutlass, 26,XXX
miles, like new. 753-4470.
1985 BUICK Century station wagon,good condition.
492-8436.

Al IA all around mowing &
tree trimming & light hauling Call 436-2528 ask for
Mark.
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mowing. Free estimates
750-1683

/14 11.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWOROUNG

All Types Of:
•

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
400 SUNBURY

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree wort
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local reterences 436-2701
GREEN'S Home Improvement. One call does it al
Room addition, siding, etc.
354-6445

Put

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674

Lot

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

Roi
Ma
NB

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with kill
line of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484.

lani

THE Gutter Co Seamless
akaninum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured. Estimate evadable
759-4600

Me
thei
1
the
pla
ing

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, I -S.
Mon 'Fn: 753-0530
Service

salt

VRC cleaning & repair, reasonable rates Call Zeb's
VCR Repair. 492-8116.

Da:
dot
in

WANTED light hauling,
Woes trimmed or removed
Call Don 753-2772 or
753-2320

Fre

Nal

Kir
Chi
is f
47.
Sin

WE copy and restore old
photos (color or black and
white). Hand Onitng and
coloring Give a speical
memory at Chnstmas.Al
work done in our dark
rooms. Carter Studio

do

IIE

141`.
i't
TC)
0

Dial-A-Service is

a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for

MURRAY (Behind Sunny WIWI
7S1S940

•

WORM

w9cSi ns
Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters, Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs. Vehicle
Lettering, PWriglass Signs, Window Lettenng, Real
Estate Signs, Office Signage, Greeting and Advertising Posters, Sandblasted Redwood Signs, Architectural Signs, Metal and Foam Letters. Bronze
Plaques, Trade Show Signs/Displays. Any Custom
Wood Works

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept AllesterCard 4 Visa

tiv

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916
.

HQRQSCOP

THURSDAY,OCTOBER 28, 1993
For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
BIRTIIDAV! IN THE
ingredient. Couples need to recall
VF VEAR OF OFK LIFE: the aspirations they had when first
1 ou get many opportunities to-show
wed. Mutual friends can help restore
authority figures just how valuable
balance.
you are. You have a bright future
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22;:
and need to start looking out for Standing too far apart from your
your own best interests. The finan- friends could make you feel blue.
cial picture brightens early in 1994. Your willingness to confide in peoFascinating new ideas could cause
ple makes them trust you. Cool out
you to shift career gears next spring. heels in romance. Partner need
Do not let a promising romance slip some time alone.
away while you explore Out proLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
fessional options. Ask mate's Know your limits. Speculative busi;ids
ness ventures are best avoided. Kee .
CELEBRITIES BORN ON your hard-earned funds in the bank
THIS DATE: Dr. Jonas Salk. Travel or a social excursion
actress Annie Potts, basketball star enhances a new relationship.
Lenny Wilkins. Olympian Bruce
SCOR PIO (Oct. 23- NOV. 21):
Seize an opportunity to put across.
Jenner.
.ARIES March 21 -April 191: Do your views. A speech made before a
not alls irritation to color your large group will trigger an influenresponses at work. Find ways to tial person's interest. Financial
backing could follow.
stretch your money. even if you
must sacrifice a little more. A neighSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
bor is an expert shopper: ask her 21): Avoid jumping to conclusions.
along!
Visitors front abroad give you valuTAURUS (April 20-May 20): A able insights or provide new investfamily member shares great news. ment opportunities. Much happiness
The time is right for travel or'an
is indicated in your love life.
inexpensive ‘acation. Changes tend
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Prominent people are impressed
to work to your advantage. Keep the
lid on your emotions during a conby your ability to perform when
frontation.
under pressure. Sign contracts and
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): -agreements. Sharpening your skills
Although business travel is favored. is the first step toward boosting your
dealing with a member of the oppo- income. A romantic interlude is best
site sex could he difficult. Stay away
postponed.
‘(
11-i:n
u.)argumentative types who are
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
determined to foist their views on
Be first. Beat the competition to the
punch by immersing yourself totally
(June 21 -July 221: Be
in your work. If problems exist at
on your guard. An influential person
home. ask an older family member
may he difficult to contact. Limit to stand in for you.
spending on business entertaining
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Be
it may not bring the results you
ready for anything. Loved ones
seek,
could be unpredictable. their extra
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Domes- demands interfering with your busitic life is somewhat unsettled now. ness or career. Make a greater effort
Communication may be the missing to collect reliable information.

T()DAV'S CHILI)REN: Loyalty is.these Scorpios hallmark. They are
skeptical about new situations or people. but once they establish a relationship with someone, it will probably last fprever. Reserved by nature, they
nevertheless know how to lead others. An emphasis on mutual benefits is
coupled with a call for idealism! Quick-witted and creative, these Scorpios
are often deemed brilliant by their peers. They are never short on ideas or
enthusiasm. Count on them to be both sentimental and passionate in
romance.
tTo order a re.ord and updated corr, of kane Down's tirsi-vellrnit hook "Yesterday. Today and Foreset 140* Sonsiors Can Delp You hnd Veer Place in God's Plan,'send $5 91 plus $I postale and warn"
Andress, allti Sk Merl. PO flna 419150. KOKOS Ce Mo. Mill. Make civn:ks payable to
to Thum.
Smite*, and SkMeel

•
•••

ess.

(Minimum of 13 Week.)
Campers

Used
Cat

1973 IMPALA, 350, V-8,
loaded, excellent condition,
reliable. 759-4735

ELECTRICAL•Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electric.
Inc. Service, sales and installation (502) 435-4699.
435-4327.

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing. siding,
pairibrig, plumbing, concress Free ssernates Cal
474-2307

Only $5 A Week!

1980 VIP 1611 Di hull, 90hp
Johnson, all ski equipment,
runs great 759-9196 after
430prn

Dexter

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255.

Attention
Classi ed Advertisers!

510

YELLOW Nape Amazon,
1yr, tame, good talker,
$650 w/cage. Call
753-7370.

YARD
SALE

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy HO 759-4664

CHROME GMC Super
Sport wheels with tires plus
rear step bumper
48S-2259

N.11

753-3018

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

1989 TOYOTA, 4 wheel
drive, 5sp red air, 49.XXX
moles 759-9841

14FT aluminum V bottom
Cherokee, 70hp Evinrude,
tolling motor, Lowrance
depth finder, Holsclaw
roller trailer, $1950
753-0686 Keith.

100

BACKHOE SERVICE
E3RENT ALLEN septic tank
installaeon, repair, replacement 759-1515

MR Chimney chimney
claimer 4924723

HADAWAY Construction.
Remodeling, vinyl siding,
1979 CHEVROLET, auto,
C & D HOME Repairs Call vinyl replacement winair, V8, 95.XXX miles, nia3
dows, vinyl flooring. WINDOW & door repair.
753-9669
truck $2600 753-1111
Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
436-2052.
aluminum or wood 20yrs
days, 753-6673 after 6pm. CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior HANDYMAN will do plumb- experience. 753-2330
1979 FORD Explorer,
citizen discounts We sell ing, electrical, carpentry prompt service.
77,XXX+ miles, good conchimney caps and screens and general repair
dition, $2000 Call after
753-0596
435-4191
5pm 753-7999
560
CLASS A Carpet Cleaning HEATING. Ron Hall Heat1984 GMC Sierra
ton
Free
& Building Maintenance. ing, Cooling and Electric
4x4 753-7516
Column
Co Service, unit replaceCommercial or residential
ment and complete install1987 TOYOTA extended Insured, tree esitmates
FREE kittens, long hair calion Licensed gas installer
cab, long bed air, pis, pt, 474-8339
boo & white. 759-4893
Phone 435-4699
topper, runs & looks great,
GENERAL
Repair
plumbFREE to good home, Aus$4500 obo 759 9196 after
KITCHEN CABINET REing, roofing, tree work
tralian Shepherd puppies
4 30pm
COVERY existing doors &
436-2642
753-7868 after 5pm
frames with iiioodgrain for1988 CHEVROLET SilverLAWN mowing & leaf mica, all colors Free estiside truck. loaded, $6500
FREE to good home Femulching Coleman Bens- mates Wulff's Recovery
753-9887
male Blue Heeler, approx
fiel 759-4564.
Murray 436-5560
8mos 759-4593.
1988 MAZDA plu, customized, new wheels, lowered,
sharp 435-4414

DISCOUNT parts, dependable service for all brands.
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE, north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
PEG'S Dog Grooming Open weekdays 4pm-6pm.
753-2915.
Sat 10am-3pm.

Pubic
Sal.

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. Carpets, furniture
Commercisi or residential
Free estimates 753-5827

ALPHA Builders - CarpenLICENSED for electric arid
try, remodeling, porches,
gas 753-7203
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates COUNTERTOPS, oustom
Homes, trailers, offices
489-2303
Wulfte Recovery, Murray
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- 4316-5560
niture repair & custom
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
woodworking 753-8056
and Cooing Servace ComAPPLIANCE REPAIRS plete instalheon and serFactory trained by 3 maim vice
Call Gary at
manufacturers All work 7564754
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance CUSTOM bulidozrig and
backhoe work, septic sysWorks, 753-2455
tems. 354-8161 after 4pm
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse, DAVE'S Window Calming
Whirlpool 30. years ex- is now accepting houses for
BOBBY this fall Call for free estiperience
mate 753-9873
HOPPER, 4365848

BACKHOE Service, corn
plate foundations Nesbitt
Masonary
phone
492•8516, D Pager
1975 CHEVY van, 350 auto 762 7221
transmission, p/s, pt. air,
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
tilt 474-8216 days
Service AM work guaranteed. 753-1134 or
436-5832.

s20

HARLEY Davidson, 1990,
FLSTC, mint condition,
6,4XX miles. Phone
759-9828.

Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates. 753-0906 altar
5pm, 750-9816, 753-0495.

1992 PLYMOUTH Grand
Voyager SE, V-6, 39,XXX
miles. loaded, sharp, warranty, $13,950 247-7695

413 DODGE motor & transMiSSi0f1 for motor home,
low mileage. 753-7161

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858.

References
$400 deposit / S400 mo
No pets

Strokes
Offered

Offered

38R. 2 cm garage, eel:finnan furnished, 4 miss
from Murray. $500/mo
lease & deposit required
759-4664.

28R duplex with carport
Lease. No pets. Refer$425/mo.
ences.
753-7457

EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished.
Coleman RE 753-9898.
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Oct. 27, the 300th day of 1993. There are 65
days left in the year.
Today's ' Highlight
In
History:
On Oct. 27th, 1787, the first of the Federalist Papers, a series of
essays calling for ratification of the United States Constitution, was
published in a New York newspaper.
On this date:
In 1795, the United States and Spain signed the Treaty of San
Lorenzo, which provided for free navigation of the Mississippi River,
In 1858, the 26th president of the United States, Theodore
Roosevelt, was born in New York City.
In 1880, Theodore Roosevelt married Alice Lee.
In 1947, the radio show "You Bet Your Life," starring Groucho
Marx, premiered on ABC. (It later became a television show on
NBC.)
In 1954, Walt Disney's first television program, titled "Disneyland" after his yet-to-be completed theme park, premiered on ABC.
In 1967, Expo '67 closed in Montreal, Canada.
In 1978, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin were named winners of the Nobel Peace Prize for
their progress toward achieving a Middle East accord.
Ten years ago: President Ronald Reagan addressed the nation on
the U.S.-led invasion of Grenada, saying the action had prevented a
planned "Cuban occupation" of the island, and was aimed at protecting U.S. citizens there.
Five years ago: The government of the Soviet Union unveiled an
5804 billion budget containing a deficit of 558 billion that officials
said was the result of past mistakes.
One year ago: In the last major economic report before Election
Day, the government said consumer spending had powered the gross
domestic product to a stronger-than-expected 2.7-percent growth rate
in the third quarter.
Today's Birthdays: Former "Tonight Show" executive producer
Frederick DeCordova is 83. Actress Teresa Wright is _75. Actress
Nanette Fabray is 73. Baseball Hall-of-Famcr and sportscaster Ralph
Kincr is 71. Actress Ruby Dec is 69. Secretary of State Warren M.
Christopher is 68. Former White House chief of staff H.R. Haldeman
is 67. Actor-comedian John Clccse is 54. Actress Carrie Snodgrcss is
47. Actress and TV personality Jayne Kennedy-Overton is 42. Singer
Simon Lc Bon is 35.
Thought for Today: "'Money often costs too much."- Ralph Waldo Emerson, American essayist, poet and philosopher (1803-1882).
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Ten years ago

Nearly 100 Kentucky State
Police officers fanned out across
eight western Kentucky counties
to serve warrants and subpoenas
to 115 people, mostly for gambling -violations. Two Calloway
men were among those arrested,
according to Richard Wright,
KSP Information officer.
Calloway County Homemakers
modeled fashions at the 49th
annual meeting of Purchase Area
Homemakers Association held at
Executive Inn Riverfront, Paducah. They were Faustine Walker,
Wanda Henry, Judy Stahler, Joyce Tidwell, Paulette Wilford,
Donna Jackson, Becky Gorc,
Monica Walston, Cathy Bass and
Clarkic Butterworth.
Mrs. Agnes Folwell Thurman
was honored on her 80th birthday
on Oct. 23.
Twenty years ago

Thirty years ago
R.L. Cooper of Murray
received an international award
for his community service in
public health at an awards banquet of International Assocition
of Mil. Food and Environmental
Sanitarians held at Toronto.
Canada.
The Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club has given two
books to Calloway County Public
Library in memory of Mr.s W.S.
Swann who died Nov. 27, 1962,
and Mrs. Hugh McElrath who
died in March of 1963.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Clifton Boyd
were married for 50 years on Oct.
13.
Winifred Gail Tress and Max
Wallis Parker were married Sept.
21 at Kirksey Baptist Church.
Donna Axum, Miss America
for 1964, will appear on program
alYoti*Nilht of Kentucky Bap-

)1•Aft ABM. I Just read the letter from - Nervous in New York."
who %as concerned laocausto condoms were being handed out to
schoolchildren. She said it was the
same :IS giving kids permission to
have sex.
Well, the truth is. the kids are
having sex anyu ay and if they'
aren't educated b their parents
most are not t he will get the
inkormation frtom the kids at school.
I've htoard many things from MN
friends about seot th:it aren't true
like you can't get pregnant the first
time
I am all for sex education in the
school, including handing out condoms w ith the proper

are having sex much earlier than their parents did, so we might as well be
realistic and educate them. That
way. they will be much safer. This
is not encouraging sex - it's protecting children.
If this were taught in more
schools, we would have fewer pregnancies. Sign me ...
17 AND WELL-INK:ORME:I)
1 ,11 hOW t11 11St. tht.111

Kids

DEAR 17: Congratulations.
You are better informed than
most kids your age. However,
everyone - regardless of age should be aware that no form of
birth control is 100 percent foolproof, and no form of protection

from sexually transmitted diseases is foolproof either. Abstinence is the only foolproof solution. Trust me.
• • •

DEAR ABBY: I am sure you will
get many hostile letters regarding
your response to "Nervous in New
York" and your strong defense. of
school condom distribution. I. mr
one, say,"Thank you, Abby!"
As you pointed out, this is a bk.and-death issue. Informing our
young people of the very real daft
gers of unprotected sex does no
promote promiscuity - it stresses
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DEAR ERIC: Thanks. 1 needed that.

DR. GOTT

"THE DAV BEGINS:I- 1 1YOU MORON! 400 IDIOT!
'IOU SHOULD BE BANNED
FROM DRIVING A CAR f

'THE DAY HAPPENS:

WHAT IMBECILE DID THIS?'
WHAT NINCOMPOOP 15 RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS"?!

DRIVEL! DRIVEL!
DRIVEL! DRIVEL!
DRIVEL'!!

WHAT I LACK IN FAME7111
FORTUNE, OR ACCOnt ISH /AENT Of ANY KIND I MAKE
UP FOR IN SUPERIORITY.

-4=a-

By Peter II. Gott, 11.D
44.

Some anthropologists believe that the discoveries of
fire, shelter and language were almost simultaneous.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

usrm To THAT
WIND,EL•-,SoRr OF
STIRS THE IMPGINgliON,
Cm-9NT it . MAKF-S
you START
WEIRD
THINC..5

GARFIELD
PERSONALLY,
I THINK IT'S PRETTY
FUNNY RIC,HT NOW

SOMEPRY I 5OPPOSE
ILL LOOK BACK ON
THIS AND LAUCiii

Feb. 18):
on to the
:If totally
exist at
member

1 Foul (baseball)
4 "-- Do It
Again"
8 Wander
12 "Much About
Nothing"
13 Branding 14 Ms, Ferber
15 Footlike part
16 Amuse
18 Glossy fabric
20 Turkish
regiment
21 Printer's
measure
22 "- is well!"
23 Lease
27 Preposition
29 Harvest
goddess
30 Beneath
31 Silver symbol
32 Carney or
Linkletter
33 Towel

Insignia
34 Agave plant
35 Propulsion
37 Wheel tooth
38 - aside
(reverse)
39 Being
uniform
40 Sink in
middle
41 Early morn
42 Garden of 44 Standard of
perfection
47 Anxious;
worried
51 Collection
of facts
52 Mine
entrance
53 ice hockey
score
54 Actor
Penman
55 Fondles
56 Grafted:
heraldry
57 Mournful

Answer to Previous Puzzle
FA

T

ri E

A

10-27 ()1993 United Feature Syndicate

8 Goes to bed
9 Harem room
10 Southern
blackbird
11 Male
17 Sun god
19 At home
22 Dwelling:
DOWN
abbr.
24 "- Cid"
25 Memo10 It
6 9
4 5 6 7
2 3
1
randum
26 Taunt
14
12
27 Novelties
13111
28 Monster
29 Morsel
15 1.
30 Large
til
32 Influences
CIII
33 Pig
Ilid
23 24 la 26 38 Negative
WI
21
prefix
la
37 William
27 2$
Conrad
kil
SW les
34
33
31
38 Besmirches
111
40 Kind of
38
cloth
41 Paid notice
43 Down prefix
41
44 Unemployed
41
42 WI
45 Ox of
WIWI
Celebes
51
SO
16 Alight
47 Headgear
iliail
48 Poem
51
S3
49 insect egg
id
50 Dine
ill
i.11
1 Bugle call
2 Mental image
3 Billboard
4 Hold on
properly
5 Sea eagle
6 Sums
7 Fish line
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Ignorance and t'iti phiisi #e 1 he
restsinsibilit ivs and oonsequences
sexual act i‘ It',
In this day and age, it is unfortunate that the same caring parents
who would give their lives to prtotect
their children and keep them tout of
harm's way. stick their heads in the
sand when it comes to sex. If we
truly care abotut our children's wellbeing, we have a moral obligation to
do all w can to make sure they
have the facts they need to make
inforintod, intelligent decisions.
Again, thank you. Abby I am
hopeful your words will help simplify this ISSI11. CM' 111,111', concerned
parent s.
ER11
ARS()N,
IS AN(;ELKS

DEAR ABBY I ltas S11 happy to
read the letter in your C114'11101 froom
the lady who objet:teetto the hotel
clerk announcing her roman numlotor
loudly enough for to‘eryone in the
lobby too hear It.
I have a ,inular complaint Why
must sto 111,111t bank cloorks loudly
count t he money the IfIlSt111111•1*
1.11VIVCS 111 a transaction as thiough
they were annOuticing a 1 rain
schedule?
I am not hard-of-hearing and
would appreciate a little pm acv
Wrhen I leave the tellers window, I
feel as though everyone in the hank
knows exactly him much I ha',e iii
my purse. After all, the person
standing behind Mr 111 line
or at
the next window -- could very well
be the friendly neighbiorhood nob bey.
If pin could mention this in your
column. perkips
Of tin•se u el meaning bank ptorstiniaol would
it and rtomember to modulawo their
voices.
F.S.
WEST 1111.1.ti. CALIF

home Fek3r, approx
3.

MISS WORMWOOD
I D LIKE 10Q
T1 SIGN NIS
CONTRACT

Forty years ago

Folklorists and teachers from
at least five states will convene at
Murray State College Nov. 13
and 14 for the regional meeting
of American Folklore Society.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Earl Gardner,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Spiceland Compton, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Lamb, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pogue and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Stom.
Mrs. W.C. Alton presented a
lesson on "Hats" at a meeting of
East Hazel Homemakers Club
held at the home of Mrs. Robert
Craig.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Grove High of Paris. Tenn.,
21 to 0 in a football game.
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DEAR ABBY
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Acquisition of land for a new
park was one of the major topics
discussed at a meeting of Murray
City Council.
Patricia Diane Clark has been
awarded a full tuition scholarship
by College of Law at the University of Kentucky whre she is a
first year law student_ She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Armin
L. Clark,
Marie Taylor. Thomas Baker,
Dr. Elizabveth Newman and Dorothy Mason will attend convention of Kentucky Music Teachers
Associaton at Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond, Oct. 28 to
30.
Mrs. Effie Kingins will be 97
on Oct. 28.
Steve Seltzer, Toby Alter,
Tommy Jones, Lyman Dixon and
Danny Roberts had high averages
in Kentucky Lake Bowling
Lea_gue.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I feel I have
exhausted all local avenues of obtaining helpful medical advice about my
kidney disorder. After visiting five
urologists. I was finally diagnosed
with renal tubular acidosis of an
incomplete type. I've been prescribed
Urocit-K and sodium bicarbonate and
still experience pain whilit--urinating
and the passing of ammonium phosphate crystals. This is at least a weekly occurrence. Since 1 am unable to
work or function in a normal capacity.
I would appreciate any advice you
might have.
DEAR READER: Renal tubular
acidosis, the inability of the kidneys to
excrete enough acid, is usually an
inherited condition, but it can also be
caused by other disorders, such as
diabetes, sickle cell disease (an
abnormality of the blood cells),
autoimmune diseases such as lupus
and Sjogren's syndrome), and vitamin
D deficiency. The condition is also
associated with lecithin toxicity and
heavy, metal (lead) poisoning.
When the kidneys fail to excrete
acid, the body becomes acidotic, leading to low potassium levels, ric ets,
kidney stones, and osteoporos
Symptoms include weakness, bone
pain, heart irregularities, and kidney
failure, to mention a few.
The diagnosis is made by special
urine tests.
For therapy, specialists prescribe
bicarb of soda Some commercial
solutions also contain potassium, as
does your Urocit-K These compounds
help neutralize the acidosis and pre
vent the mineral deficiencies that
complicate the disorder
If you continue to have symptoms,
despite treatment, you should review
your medicines with your urologists
Perhaps you're not getting enough or
maybe another type of compound
would suit you better With appropriate therapy, you should be able to live
and work normally.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Kidney Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P 0. Box 2433,
New York, NY 10163 Be sure to mention the title.
1993 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE AMR
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'School Reform'

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

•

• J.

Prices Good
Oct. 27 Thru
Nov. 2

CrinnEnr
Fecog:.a 1111.irmicC

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

9044e — 7u4U gewee 9a.t44

video will be
shown Thursday

Store Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps • Ws Reserve The Right To Limit Quanhhes

Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

We Do Custom

Owen's Best Family Pack

1/4 Sliced Into Chops

Pork Loin
69
$1
Lb.
Franks or

Oscar Mayer
Bun Length

Wieners
$ 79
I LL,

d
Beef
Groun
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
89!
End

Butterball

Pork Loin

Turkey
Bacon
$ I 79

Roast

"School Reform: From Vision to
Reality with Technology," a 90minute live videoconference sponsored by Murray State University's
Center for Continuing Education
and the College of Education, will
be shown from 2 to 3:30 p.m.,
Thursday in the Curd Auditorium of
the Industry and Technology Building.
The videoconference is designed
to examine how existing and emerging technologies can be effective
tools in supporting the teacher/
learner relationship. It will be
broadcast live from INFOMART in
Dallas during the 1993 Technology
and Learning Conference.
The conference is designed to
help participants:
Understand why technology is a
'
key component in schoel reform;
Identify benefits from the col'
lective experience of national leaders, communities, districts and
schools working toward change;
Identify successful strategies to
'
meet their schools' special needs;
'To realize the positive interrelationship of change, student learning
and teacher empowerment using
technology.
To make reservations, call John
Griffin at 762-2160.

Spinners will be

$ 1 59

featured Oct. 30
at Wickliffe

Nunn Better Self-Rising or Plain

Betty Crocker

Star Kist Oil or Water Pack

Murray State University's Wickliffe Mounds Research Center will
host a day of story-telling by the
Spinners on Saturday, Oct. 30.
The Spinners are the story-telling
troupe of Murray State University's
National Scouting Museum.
According to Dr. Kit Wester,
director of the research center, the
event will mark the Spinners' debut
at Wickliffe Mounds, the University's active archaeological site and
museum. Situated on a village site
of a prehistoric mound-building
culture, the Wickliffe Mounds center is continuing archaeological investigations into the early cultures
of the Mississippi River Valley.
"We hope they'll have some appropriate stories for the Halloween
season," said Weslex, "and maybe
even some with Native American
themes, suited for the mound setting."
The Spinners' performances will
be at 10, 11:30, 1:30, and 3.
The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center is open from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. daily through the end of
November, except Thanksgiving
Day. The museum will close for the
season Dec. 1.
For more information, call 3353681.

Flour

Cake Mix
18 oz.

Tuna

Nominations are

US. Choice Boneless

Grade 'A' Frozen

U.S. Choice

Chuck Roast Turkey Breast Ribeye Steak Smoked Picnics
!
79
1 49
Chicken &
Ramen
Paper
Lb
Lb
!
99
Dumplings $
99
4
Noodles
Sliced Free
Towels
(7
Campbell s

Sweet Sue

\heft,

Scott
Single Roll

Chili
w/Beons

•

15 0.,

24 07

89

4/$ 1

111=111111P*

69c

$ 1 39

Flay 0-Rich

/23/0 Milk
79
Gal $

0
89

'
59

89*

5W.

6.5 oz.

board member

Osage Raggedy Ripe

on

McCorm c

Welch's Grape

requested for

99'
oz 89'
Crackers
Marshmallows
Beef Tonight
2/$1
Powdered Sugar 49' Tomatoes
Whole Milk
3/99' Corn Meal Mix 89' Sandwich Sauce oz 99'
Pork & Beans
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
99
$309
Margarine 1lb 2/89'
Grape Juice
Caffeine Free Coke, Tab
en
gl
q/10•ClitoCC

Jelly or Jam

32 oz

Ragu Chicken or

24 oz

Bacon Bits

$ 29
$ 89

Peaches

3.25 oz.

29 oz

Sunshine Krispy

Kraft Jet Puffed

16

16 oz

I

Red Gold Whole

Domino 1 Lb

Prairie Farm

14T/2 oz.

gal. $ 1 99

Hunt's Manwich

Nunn Better Self-Rising

Van Camps

5 Lb.
Welch White, Purple or Red

16 oz.

Owens Best
Storemode
Hot or Reg

Best
BOwens1 Beef

Fried Chicken
9 Pcs

kik Cheese

269

$399

299
1
Owens Best

Baby Swiss

BBQ Ribs
$q59

Cheese

9
$%5
TO Lb

Lb
1
0
‘
•

A al

Country Crock

48 oz.

12 pk

Owens Famous

15T/2

Lb.

Snow White

Fancy Iceberg

Home Grown
Sweet

Lettuce

Potatoes

Mushrooms
8 oz

49..up

39

•

en s Best

LB Q

Chicken
$ 1 99
I

Lb

Golden
Ripe

Bananas
$1

.4Lbs

,.

'
99

Vine Ripened

Fancy Crisp

Tomatoes

Celery

49 59
Lb

The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. is seeking nominations
from the public to fill an unexpired
board term in Calloway County.
Nominees must reside in the
county represented and cannot be
employed by the WKRMH-MR
Board. Inc. or any of its affiliates. It
is important that those persons nominated have an interest in either
mental health, mental retardation
and/or substance abuse. The Board
meets at 7:00 p.m. on the third
Thursday of each month at the
administrative office in Paducah.
The 36 member regional Board,
comprised of four citizen volunteers
from each of the nine counties in the
agency's catchment area, is the
policy-making body for the community mental health, mental retardation, and substance abuse prograrns. Persons who serve on the
Board have input onto the overall
service delivery system in the region.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. is a private non-profit
501(C)3 corporation, and is not a
state or local government agency.
The agency provides a wide variety
of mental health, mental retardation
and substance abuse services to the
nine county region. In fiscal year
1993,the W KR MH/MR Board,Inc.
provided 97.877 services to 5,512
individuals. The agnecy employs a
staff of 150 individuals. Included in
that figure are a number of psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers,
psychiatric nurses, case manager,
substance abuse counselors, and
other professionals.
Nominations for these vacancies
should be submitted in writing to
Beverly °Nan, Executive Secretary, Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc., P.O. Box 7287, Paducah, KY 42002-7287.
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